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Basic skill proficiency
stressed in proposal
By Don Lowe
Managing editor
Students with poor ACT
(American College Test) scores in
basic skills ureas such as math and
Knglish may have a harder time
getting into degree programs at the
university in the coming years.
This situation may arise if the
recent proposal passed by the
university Faculty Senate is
approved by the president and the
Hoard of Regents.
On Jan. 14 the senate unanimously passed the resolution calling for
the "institution of a lestingadvising-developmenlal studies program to take effect with the fall.
198ft. semester.'
The resolution, introduced by
Senator John 1). Kowlelt. vice
president of academic affairs, would
require incoming freshman, (defined as all students with fewer than
1 2 semester hours of college credit),
to demonstrate proficiency in the
three basic skill areas of reading,
writing and mathematics.
11 also states that these
proficiencies he H*»mim«tr»i<wi r»r...»-

write.'' suid Culross. "What we
want to do is head 'em off ut the
puss und make sure thev get
instructed in these basic skill areas
before they go on and attempt
harder courses thut they huve very
little chance of doing well in."
Students do. however, have an
alternative to taking the additional
courses, according to Culross.
In Knglish. for instance, students
will be enrolled in I he section
according to their ACT score.
Testing
During (he lirst or second class
meeting, the student will be
required to write u diagnostic essay
which will determine whether or not
the student will remain in the
section, move up or be moved into
a lower section.
This policy began for the Knglish
department at the beginning of last
semester.
Under that policy, students are
also required to take an exit examination in which they write
another essay.

admissions policy requires students
to score either I I or higher.oli the
ACT or graduate from high school
with a 2.2 grade point average m
higher.
The University of Kentucky has
a system of ranges when.' u higher
gpa could make up for a low ACT
score.
Hut h universities will allow
students to appeul the restrictions.
In such a case, a student would
have to be given special consideration for he would be allowed
ndmission.
The university's policy requires
students to have a high school
diploma and to present ACT scores
No placement was made on the
basis of these scores or high school
performance in previous years.
However. CHE has mandated all
Kentucky universities to adopt the
billowing: 11 is the responsibility ol
each institulioon of higher
education.
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or not the student is proficient
Decisions on placement of
enough to move on to the next level
Adopted July ittf, lan.i ana men
students in the various Knglish
of instruction.
amended Jan.13. 19H3. the
courses will be based on their ACT
CulrOM said a similar procedure
guidelines for undergraduate admisscores.
applies in the reading and sion to slate-supported institutions
For instance, if a student scores
mathematics areas as well.
of higher education in Kentucky,
from 01 in II* in Knglish. thut
Culross also said the cost of stale thai individual institutions
student will be required to begin in
implementing such a program will
may accept evidence of requisite
the vary basic Knglish class. KNti
he limited.
subject
area
competencies,
090.
"The courses tney will be required
specifically including ACT or SAT
The class placement increases as
to take already exist. They are in the test results, in lieu of the successful
the student's score increases.
catalogue and are being taught this completion of the high school
The two. three-hour required
semester." he said. "The only courses required for enrollment.
Knglish classes. KNCi 101 followed
additional cost would be for some
by KNG 102. may be directly
Those are four units of Knglish.
instructional support equipment
entered by a student who scores
three units of mathematics, two
and that would !>e minimal."
from 18-23.
. Culross also said stuclenls who units science and two units of social
Therefore, the student (whose
fail KNG. 090 or EN (5 09ft will be science.
score is low and is perceived to luck
suspended from the university and
The resolution will now be
proficiency in this area will be
ineligible to re-enroll as full-time presented to university President
required to take the two. non-credit
students until they pass it.
Dr. II. Manly Kunderburk for his
Knglish courses (KNti 090 and
This may only lie done if the
approval.
KNti 09ftl offered by the university.
student lakes only this course again
This resolution also contains
"We have an obligation to help •
in summer or regular session.
provisions for reuding and inuth.
Culross said the new program is those with the innate ability to per
Those provisions are based on
to assure proficiency among form satisfactorily in college to
similar guidelines.
students and is not to lie considered prepare themselves." said FunderAccording to Dr. Jack I,. Culross. an admissions restriction.
liurk. "The developmental studies
associate dean of undergraduate
proposal appears to lie a reasoned
\ilnilssiiins
studies.
the
resolution
or
approach to this problem."
developmental program wus
Other
stale
universities
have
If approved by Kunderburk, the
designed with the student in mind.
•We want these students to stricter admissions policies than the resolution will be presented to the
Hoard of Kegents at its Feb. 2
succeed and we know that they university.
meeting.
Western Kentucky University's
can't succeed if they can't read and

Survey reports job market up periscope
By Teresa Hill
News editor
The graduating class of 198ft may
lie facing a mixed job market this
spring with more job offers but little increases in salary, according to
two reports just released by the College Placement Council.
The council, which is an association of career placement and
recruiting offices at colleges and
universities across the country, has
released preliminary figures for the
19848ft year based on figures from
Sept. 7 to Dec. 7. which show many
job offers increasing by 100 percent
or more over last year.
But salary offers have not increased at the usual rate. In some areas,
salaries have even declined from the
1983-84 school year.
The council's report is based on a
survey of 163 colleges and universities. They measured job offers
from prospective employers and
salary offers, not the actual number
of graduates hired c: their actual
salaries.
Offers and salaries listed are for
bachelor's degree candidates and
salary offers do not include fringe
benefits.
Overall, job offers were up 72 percent from last year.
Graduates in general business majors including management saw a 49
percent increase in job offers, but
other business specialties face an
even brighter picture.
Accounting majors saw a 97 percent increase in job offers and
marketing students faced a 9ft percent increase in offers.
Students in humanities and social
sciences also faced a better job
market with offers increasing by 66
and 90 percent over last year.
"We see the field becoming
brighter because employers are starting to recognize more and more the
advantage of a broad general education coupled with a specific
discipline. So we think there are going to be more opportunities for
liberal arts and humanities

graduates."said Kurt Zimmerman,
director of Career Development and
Placement.
"This is not going to happen
rapidly. There is not going to be a
big boom. But there will be a
gradual rise." he said

The job market for agricultural
science majors remained unchanged
while other science majors found a
strong increase in job offers with
biology up 100 percent, chemistry
up 80 percent and other physical
and earch sciences also up 100

percent.
The council also lists job offers for
specific areas of employment including communications where offers were up 117 percent over last
year, electronic data processing and
iSee JOBS, page Hit
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Eastern gets 8 percent

Higher education funding rising gradually
higher education was divided into
10 parts.
One percent, a total of $4,753,500.
went to the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education and another part,
a total of $7,579,200. to the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority.
The seven universities in the state
divided the remaining 98 percent.
The University of Kentucky
received $187,829,100. 41 percent,
part of which will be used for the
community college program and
debt service.
The University of Louisville
received $99,742,100. 22 percent,
part of which will go for payment
toward debt service.
The
university
received
$36,042,900. eight percent, which includes debt service funds.
Western Kentucky University
received $34,375,100. eight percent,
which includes debt service funds.
The other state universities
received smaller allocations.
Morehead State University
received $21,971,200. five percent;
Murray State University received
$27,165,600. six percent: Northern
Kentucky University received
$21,619,500. five percent: and Kentucky State University received
$13,225,700. one percent.
Even distribution of funding can-

By Don Lowe
Managing editor
Higher education funding in Kentucky is on the rise.
State funds appropriated for
higher education are allocated at
each session of the Kentucky
General Assembly which convenes
every two years.
For the current biennium. the appropriation for higher education is
$427,947,300 for the academic year
1984-35 and $454,303,900 for the
198ft-86 academic year.
According to a report from the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education, this puts Kentucky at the rank
of 23rd in state funding of higher
education in the nation.
CHE Executive Director Harry
Snyder said this indicates that Kentucky is in the mid-range.
"In terms of financing we're
neither too high nor too low." said
Snyder.
Even though Kentucky is in the
mid-range nationally, the report
showed the individual institutions
are underfunded.
"Funding for higher education in
Kentucky has grown comparatively in the past years." he said.
"However.
the
individual
institutions are underfunded for
instruction and research.
The total 1985-86 allocation for

I

not be achieved in Kentucky
because of the varying size of the institutions, programs and enrollment, according to Snyder.
However, the problem of underfunding on the individual institution
level remains.
Research, according to the report,
MURRAY
is one main area where universities
STATE
NORTHERN
lack adequate funding.
WESTERN
The reports reads "Kentucky is
applying more financial resources to
HEAA 1
the most expensive higher education programs (particularly medical
and dental programs). It is applying
EASTERN.
more resources to master's level proUL
grams and to public services in
CHE 1
higher education institutions."
It also reads "Conversely, it is
ommiting fewer resources to inli casing the number of high school
graduates who enroll in college and
go on to earn undergraduate
degrees, and is commiting less to
university research efforts."
The report also mentioned Kentucky's spending on research in relaUK
tion to faculty members.
Il reads "Kentucky's institutions
spent more on research per faculty
member than the national average
Idue to such programs as the Thii pia chart ibovi raprHantt tha percsntag* of aach univaragriculture experiment station ■ ity ■■ wal •■ MBA A and CMK'a allocation from thi. atata fund
which is located at UK) while others appropriations for 1985-86.
spent less than the national
average."
Progress graphics/Teresa Hil
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Free press
recognized
by Progress

117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond. Ky. 40475
(606) 6221872
Lisa Frost
Don Lowe
David Knuckles

The Society of Professional
Journalists.Sigma Delta Chi has
proclaimed Jan. 19. 1985 as
Freedom of the Campus Press
Day.
It is the organization's way of
drawing public attention to the
important role of the college
press.
Many students and others
may disregard the campus
newspaper without realizing its
significance.
Not only does provide it
laboratory experience for
journalism
and
mass
communications majors but it
also presents a forum for
student opinions and ideas.
In addition, it gives ideas to
students not involved with the
paper.
According to readership
surveys. The Eastern Progress
is the most widely read
newspaper among university
students.
More students read The
Progress than either The
Lexington Herald-Leader or The
CourierJournal.
Richmond's local paper The
Richmond Register is read only
hv a handful of students. -

Editor
Managing editor
Staff artist

Long decision
on nerve gas
may be fatal
The Army and citizens are
Still the community waits.
The U.S. Army said there are standing at the fork in the road
must decide where to walk if
obsolete nerve gas rockets that
they hope to get anywhere.
they need to do something with
Choose.
stored only five miles south of
Leaving the rockets as they
Richmond. They even admitted'
are is essentially a closed option.
to a few very minor leaks.
They made a proposal. And Since they are obsolete, their
now everything seems to be at storage would mean forever and
that is a lot of time for them to
a stand-still.
leak.
There are a lot of options.
Some in the area say it's
One. the rotting rockets can
sit there and leave Madison happened before, when they lost
County with an uncertain, but sheep and cows to a noxious
possibly gray, future if the cloud.
The answer isn't obvious, but
rockets should leak heavily.
incinerator which would bum all
700.000 pounds of the gas at the
depot as well as the rocket
encasement. (That"s the Army s
idea.)
Third, all the rockets could be
bundled up and sent by train,
boat, plane or truck to another
depot already functioning.
There are admitted dangers in
all of these options. The rockets
could leak deadly gas after they
crack open. The incinerator
could leak deadly gas. The
trucks could leak deadly gas.
The arguments go deeper and
deeper and the solutions seem to
go with them.
Something is going to have to
be done. Granted something
this dangerous shouldn't be
handled with careless haste.
And it is good that the Army is
taking the time to learn all the
alternatives. However, the -e
may not necessarily be all the
time in the world to do it in.
Something must be done
soon.

Mk incinBfttor would destroy
the rdekets and bring jobs to the
area, at least for a while.
If there is anything to trust in
it, the Army assured the citizens
the the multi-million dollar
facility would be used only for
the nerve gas rockets.
Transporting the lethal gas
through Lexington or Louisville
is also a possibility, but travel
may be restrictive.
Cities are quickly passing
ordinances to keep away the
trucks, planes, boats or trains
that will carry the gas across the
I'm so excited about the rece_t
area.
snowfalls I could scream.
Nobody wants the stuff, but
Literally scream.
someone has to have it.
Don't get me wrong. I love to look
It is "nice" and it's good that
at the snow and then go out and
the Army listened to the task
play in it. but it's all the trouble it
causes that really nets on the old
force and concerned citizens and
nerves.
is listening to the ideas.
Scraping a car windshield with a
Hut something has got to be
little plastk- device that has no other
done.
practical
use in sub zero
Someone will have to step
temperatures is not exactly my idea
forward and take the chance and of a fun way to start the clay.
now is the time to do it.
Dealing with a dead car battery is
Time will run out.
also loads of fun.

...all the time in the world."

Childhood melts like snow

Diploma doesn't prove skill
Reading,
writing
and
arithmetic are and have always
been the basis of a good
education.
But lately it seems that
Kentucky's high school systems
have been letting students earn
diplomas without these skills.
The problem, it seems, became
apparent only after years of
avoidance of the subject on the
secondary level.
College and university
professors simply grunted and
complained about the lack of a
solid backgroud their students
had in basic skills.
Some passed the students on
while others failed them time
and again.
It shouldn't be a reflection of
the higher education system but
perhaps it is indeed.
What we have in the state of
Kentucky is a vicious cycle of
poor quality education.
Students in high school don't
receive the proper training but
are passed on to the secondary
level.
As college students, they
somehow fight their way
through the system and still do
not gain the necessary skills.
Some even become teachers
and the cycle becomes complete.
However, the university's
office of academic affairs is
trying to do something that will
set the wheel in motion to at
least slow down the cycle.
The office has sent a proposal
to the Faculty Senate calling for
stricter requirements in the
basic skill areas.
The Senate passed the
proposal and it now awaits
approval from the president and
the Board of Regents.
Specifically, the proposal calls
for placement of students with
low ACT scores in the basic!
skills areas in courses that will I

I

increase their proficiency.
This is done in order to
prepare the student for the
tougher classes he or she will
face during the pursuit of a
degree.
Examinations which include
direct application of reading,
writing and mathematical skills
will be implemented in order to
test the student and see where
the problem areas exist.
Students will then be placed in
a program that will allow them
the time to review what they
have missed in high school.
In the past, students have
been allowed to take on regular
classwork in areas they have not
been competent enough in to
pass.
This has been a gross waste of

the student's as well as the
professor's time.
Something needs to be done to
rectify
the
situation
immediately.
Maybe someday soon as u
result of the efforts of education
advocates such as the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence there will be fewer
students graduating high school
without basic skills.
But until that time, the
university needs a vehicle to
recognize and deal with the
problem of illiteracy in the state.
The developmental studies
proposal is such a vehicle and
should
be
passed
and
implemented by the president
and Board of Regents as soon as
possible.
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Don Lowe

However, the best aspect of a big
snowfall is probably the physical
abuse the body must endure.
When the temperature drops to
below double digits and the wind
blows at about 50 ni.p.h.. then the
body tends to not want to go
outside.
Hut being the die-hard students
that we all are. we get up and
prepare ourselves for the long haul
across campus to our 8 o'clock
classes.
Along the way. shoes seem to find
the most icy spots possible and our
derriers end up saying hello to the
pavement.
That hurts and I don't like it.
I also don't care for chapped lips,
dry skin and wet clothes all of which
come with the snowfall as sure as
the snowman and snowball fights.
Remember the snowball fights?
Now that's what snowfalls are all
about.
It seems that when I was in grade
school I used to pray for the type of
weather we've been having lately.
I would sit by the radio and listen
attentively for the school closings
and shout loudly when I heard the
great news.
Bright and early the next
morning, my mother would clad me
in almost every piece of warm
clothing I owned.
J.ooking like something out of a
mummy movie. I waddled out the
door to meet my friends as the big
day of fun in the snow was about to
begin.
Hours of sledding, snowman
making, snow ball fighting and just
plain fun would follow.
To me. the hours seemed like only
a few minutes.
I would repeatedly groan. "Oh!
Mom!"' when she yelled it was time
to come inside.
Nevertheless, I was always
freezing by that time and ready to
take a short break to get \ armed up
and well-rested for round two.
During these times. I would stop
at the door and peel off the layers
of frozen stiff clothes.
Mom would have chicken noodle
soup and my favorite drink,
chocolate milk.
I never wondered why I liked the
snow days.
I just enjoyed them.
But now. it's a different story.
I cant sleep late and then go out

and play in the snow.
..No. 1 must forca myself out of my
warm, comfortable bed (comfortable
lied in the dorm?), lake a community
shower and brave the cold to go and
hear a lecture.
Gosh, things are different.
How I wish that colleges were run
the same way elementary schools
are run.
Think about all the fun wc could
have had during the past two weeks.
We would have missed over six
days of classes.
Wouldn't that be great?
Well. 1 guess not really.
After all. we are here to get an
education and not to play in the
snow.
I guess those days of the snowball
fights, the school closings and the
chicken noodle soup are gone
forever.
They melted away just as the
snow melts away.
The snow and my childhood are
very similar. I suppose.
They both are so much fun but
they don't last long enough.
My first childhood, the real one.
is over.
However, the snowfalls always
remind me of the fun I used to have
and it also lets me recapture some
of my youth as well.
I can never resist the temptation
to go sledding or to that big
snowball fight in the ravine.
Basically. I suppose. I enjoy the
snow.
But it sure is fun to complain
about the weather when you're
really containing about losing a
part of yourself -• the little kid.
Maybe I can find him building a
snowman or throwing a long bomb
at the friend he treasures so dear.
Anybody ready? I hear there's a
chance of snow in i he forecast

informing students and faculty
of university issues and issues
outside the university.
The Progress feels it has a
responsibility to cover as many
events as possible as well as to
expose any problem areas it can.
Progress staffers are for the
most part responsible, hard
working people.
They feel a need to accurately
report stories. And they do the
best job they can.
However, often times there
are snags or they just don't
know What events are going on
or what certain people are doing.
The editors of the paper have
a free hand in what does or does
not go into the paper.
So Freedom of the Campus
Press Day is going to be
important for the student
newspaper.
The campus chapter of
SPJ.SDX is sponsoring an open
house with The Eastern
Progress. It will be Jan. 18 from
1 to 3 p.m. in Room 117 of the
Donovan Annex.
This is the opportunity for
anyone who is interested in seeing how the paper is put
together once a week to find out.
,t ig . chance tQ meet ^
^^ ^ photograph who
make the decisions on the
paper s content.
And it is a time to share ideas
and feelings with the campus
newspaper staff.
They are willing to listen to
criticism and complaints and
perhaps a few compliments.
The Eastern Progress is
published once a week during
the regular school year through
the efforts of several editors,
photographers and staff writers,
a faculty adviser and others who
are willing to help.
The staff believes what it does
is right and should remain free.
It is a source of pride and
satisfaction.
All students and faculty are
asked
to consider
how
.
>mP*>rtant the student preps is
to
them and urge them to learn
more about it by stopping by.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress i
ita readers to write m letter to the
editor on any topic.
Lettar. submitted for publication
should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the
address and telephone number of
the author.
Letters must contain the author's
original signature. Carbons,
photocopies and letters with,
illegible signatures will not be
accepted.
The Eastern Progress routinely
however ■palling, grammar sad
punctuation will apt be rm raited.
Thm Eastern Progress uses its
own judgment to determine if a
letter is libeious or in poor taste and
reserves the right to reject any
letter.
Letters should be typed and
double-spaced. They should also be

no longer than 260 words (about one
and one half typed pages.)
The Progress also provides
readers with the opportunity to
in pi ess more detailed opinions in a
COwMsj called "Your turn."
These cohuuns should be in the
form of an editorial that does or
does not conform with the views of
this newspaper. Those interested is
writing a "Your turn" column
should contact the newspaper
before submitting an article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky University, 40476. It is
located behind Model school.
The dead line for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is the
Tuesday, at noon, preceding the
date of the Thursday publication.
Letters will be used m accordance
with available space.

>
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Down on the farm
By Seun Klkins
Staff photographer
To most students the word classroom conjures up images of gray cinder block walls and
the smell of chalk dust. However, to approximately 22 university students and staff
members the classroom is the open air. the smell
of hay and the rustle of corn stalks in the breeze.
These students and staff members, along with
swine and cattle, inhabit the university's
Meadowbrook Farm. Located seven miles east
of Richmond off Ky 52. Meadowbrook provides
students majoring in agriculture and other
fields 720 acres on which to gain practical
experience.
According to Michael Judge, director of
University Farms, the farm was acquired in
197 I as a leaching facility.
"Meadowbrook is designed to provide
academic support ot the agriculture department
other related sciences." Judge said. Judge also
notedthe farm is used for manv other purposes
as well.
"We have up to 2.000 people a year out here
on lours." he said.
•
"Everything from fourth graders wanting to
pet a cow to a tour from Senegal that we needed a French interpreter for has loured the
farm."
Judge also said the farm was used by art and
geology classes and was open for tours "from
daylight to dark.' and on weekends by
appointment.
"It is used primarily for practical experience
and is geared toward the students." said Judge.
One such student is Ron Hall, a senior from
Brookville. Ind.. majoring in tehnical

agriculture. As one of approximately 15
students working on the farm this past
semester. Ball found it to be a unique
experience.
"It's been a good learning experience for me."
said Ball, who has worked at Meadowbrook for
one year.
"Since I've been here I've been a little of
everything, casual laborer, all of it." he said. "I
came off of a farm, hut I've learned some new
techniques and some different methods."
Students also find that working at
Meadowbrook helps them to cultivate strong
friendships as well as tall crops.
"It's different out here." said Tim Kollenlwrg.
a junior from l^iuisville. majoring in livestock
production. "It's more like a family: we all get
together and do things."
J.I). Mullins. a technical agriculture major
from Albany, agrees. "Its definitely lieen enjoyable." said Mullins. "I've made some new
friends and I think that I've gained from the
experience."
Meadowbtook maintenance supervisor Kay
Marcum alts' finds working on the farm to 1Han enjoyable experience.
"It's a challenge." said Marcum. "1 enjoy
working with people who haven't worked on a
farm since it makes me feel like I'm teaching
them something."
Both students and staff gain a sense of
satisfaction that only working side by side can
provide.
"It's the first time that I have ever really
worked on a farm."' said Kollenberg.
"Sometimes it's hard, sometimes it's boring,
but it's always kinda fun."

Photos by Sean Elkins

J.D. Mullins watches corn conveyed into storage shed
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Chip Hyde, left, and Tim Barnes use tires to hold plastic down

View of entrance to farm shows gathering storm

Mullins looks down from ladder of silo

Ron Ball drives a tractor to harvest corn
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Hunters' personalities collide
Here is the story of two young
hunters. Hogue and Acorn.
Both took to the knobs before
daybreak in search of the elusive
while tail. After only a half hour of
squatting in the underbrush, both
spotted their target.
Hogue was on the left. Acorn the
right and the deer was 50 feet past
Acorn. Acorn raised the Remington
to his shoulder and squeezed the
trigger, just like his dad had laugh'
him. But at that instant he felt
pressure in his head and fell to the
ground.
Acorn knew what must have
happened. His gun must have blown
up in his face. What else could
account for the ooze trickling down
his cheek?
He looked up at the deer.
Incredibly some shot had made it
from his gun and into the deer.
Enough to bring it to the ground.
But Acorn watched as the deer
got up and made it over to where
Hogue had dropped his gun. Hogue
was running for help. Acorn figured.
Then, of all things, the deer
started to speak. Acom took it all
in stride. Figured it must be from
the wound in his spinning head. He
must be hallucinating.
He decided to play along.
Thought it might keep his mind off
the pain.
The deer explained that he was
sorry for Acorn's mishap. Acorn
thanked him and apologized also.
for not killing him on the first shot.
But Acorn explained that he had
not been taking proper care of his
gun. He had been practicing his
shooting only.
The deer explained that killing
enough to shoot straight.
JnSTlmb^rTfnir^Suil"ih» rWr
deer.
x, _. !l_. —:.-:.-..;.._.. he
I:...°__.
You shot accurate, yet you did not

results. You shot me. but I'm only
wounded slightly, he said. And you
managed to put a shot load in your
head.
Gosh, thought Acorn, you sound
just like Hogue. Hogue always
warned me to clean my gun. Hogue
was always cleaning his gun. But he
never practiced shooting.

My turn

Alan White
mind your barrel and half the snot
ended up in your head instead of
mine.
Acorn agreed. He had not been
taking good care of his gun. But he
tried to reason with the deer that it
was hard to find time to do both,
clean the gun and practice shooting.
Well, said the deer, you made your
decision; I hope you are happy. You
did a job half right and half wrong,
so you get half-right and half-wrong

The deer had stopped saying
much by now and Acorn tried to tilt
his head over in the direction where
llogue's gun lay and where the deer
was also.
This time Acorn was caught by
even a bigger surprise than the deer
talking: this time the deer was
walking, sort of.
Acorn inquired as to the deer's
intentions. I'm far more wounded
than you. said the deer. I could
never survive with these wounds;
they run too deep.
What then do you intend to do.
deer? I see you have eyed Hogue s
gun. said Acorn, but what do you
intend to do with it?

Grant to support WEKU-FM
The Division of Television and
Radio has just received a S72.4I9
grant from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
According to Dr. Fred Kollofl.
director of the Division of Television
and Kadio. the grunt will go to
support WF.KU-FM.
According to Kolloff, half of the
grant will go for stuff and student
salaries and alxmt .10 percent will l>e
used to muintuin the station's

In addition to support from the
university and federal grants, the
slulion receives donations, pledges
and support from underwriters.
"We figure that we get about onethird of our radio station operations
support from outside funds - that
is. non-stulc funds.'" Kolloff said.
The grunt is based in part on the
number of hours of operation,
broadcasting power and the number
of persons on full-time staff.

Ine remaining money will help
--*—«-■ -■ ■■ - - i
UM.
P8--■
*1 *for professional
dues, business
Y"'
7"and
£'capital
travel
capita improvements, he
said.
"

gramakiroill IOC corporation flttVe
t'ti.n *
Ii>6°.
"*
He said the grants have averag«"d about $54,000.
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Being pretty limber, said the deer.
I will attempt to use my rack to
prop your friend Hogue's gun up
against a tree.
But why on earth, asked Acorn.
This way. said the deer. I will be
able to hook the trigger with my
rack while at the same time placing
my head at the end of the barrel so
I can catch Hogue's remaining shell.
Catch it? Catch it where, thought
Acorn.
It then dawned on Acorn. The
deer was going to kill himself.
What honor, he thought.'
But Acorn could not watch.
Suddenly there was a blast. It
sent Acorn's head reeling into
blackness.
He awoke not on the ground this
time but in the back of a rescue
squad ambulance. Thank God.
thought Acorn. Hogue got help.
He managed to raise up his head
again to look around the inside of
the ambulance. There was
something next to him. Another
body. But this body did not move.
There were also emergency
medical technicians in the
ambulance. But Acorn didn't seem
to think they could tell he was
conscious.
He overheard one of the crew
members say what a tragedy it was.
What tragedy? thought Acorn.
I'm still alive.
The crew member continued. How
could he. asked the crew member.
How could he shoot his buddy in the
back of the head, take him for dead
and then kill himself?
I ulso. suid the .ii tend,mi. wonder '
• >-
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You should be under
SupeRx Pharmacy care
OUR PHARMACISTS RECOMMEND YOU READ OUR,.

FREE PAMPHLET ABOUT
THE FLU

Millions of people catch the flu each
yaor. Most recover without
complication. However, the flu can
lead to serious complications... even
death. It's important to know the best |
method of prevention... flu
symptoms... and how to f jght the
disease. Ask for your FREE flu
pamphlet today... and be prepared.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
We reserve the right to NmH quantities
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\ml there has no! been a deer spot
led in these scrub woods for over Ml
yours.

Crusoe
IT MS » 0«M» STMTf NIGHT

FINALLY IVE GOT
A GOOD START ON
Mf NOVEL I
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Then get in on the ground floor in our umfcryj-jduak'officer
commisskmifrg program. You could start planning (>n a career
like the men in this ad have And also have some great
advantages like
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore,
you could complete your bask training during two six -week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session

■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
■ You can take tree civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduale officer commission
i ng program. You could
start off making more
than $17,000 ayear.
Hi-tv looking**a kwgood mm.
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VALUABLE PHOTO COUPON
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The Eastern Progress Office
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Marriage ties
lives at work

Health
class
saves
\

By Alan White
Features' editor
With snow on the ground and ice
on the lakes. CPR (cardiopulmonary
resuscitation) often gets forgotten
during this part of the year.
If people are not swimming, who
is there to drown and administer the
life saving technique to?
Although the history of CPR got
its start with drowning victims, the
technique is useful for many other
emergency situations, said Tim
Cahill, assistant swimming coach,
some time ago by seamen who used
Ul roll people over barrels and things
to roll people over barrels and things
like that. Then in the early 1900s
they used to do the air exchange
where they would depress the back
of the victim and pull the arms up.
Cahill said the research into the
resuscitation
process took off
trom there.
"Finally, at Johns Hopkins they
did a research study about the air
exchange and how it could be very
beneficial."
Not only beneficial to drowning
victims, but to victims of other
accidents as well. Cahill pointed out.
"The drowning is where people
see or feel that it is most effective.

i ■'. IW
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- Tim Cahill oversees CPR training session

hill il ran Kp n«uVl with «»l*vl rnrnlinn

an air exchange into the body.
"Drug overdoses and things of
that nature also benefit from CPK."
he explained.
Cahill said it is not uncommon for
students in a CPK class to question
the teacher's practical experience
using CPR methods.
"Knock on wood. I hope I never
have to. But several, of my students
have used it and I get a great deal
of satisfaction out of something like
that.
"I think when the time comes to
use CPR it's going to be one of those
things that you actually do by reflex
and don't think another thing about

it." he said.
"That is. though, one of the
common questions students have:
'what happened when you did it?"
and sometimes you've never really
had practical experience."
Cahill said the push for CPK
training began about a decade ago.
"It became extremely popular
about 10 years ago because the Red
Cross decided to start a big
campaign about people helping

pi OKI am.

That push is starting to make its
way to Kentucky in the form of
strict requirements of high school
coaching staffs.
"The Kentucky High School
Athletic Association is going l<>
require CPK of all of its coaches In
I9M6 liecause of the lifesaving
capabilities ol il.
"Kvery year during Bummer
football practice you hear of one
(player) throughout the nation thai
goes down. I'm not accusing
anybody but maybe if the coaches
were versed in CPR maybe they
could potentially save a life or al
least keep a life in the balance so

thai i hi- hospital would have a
fighting chance."
The university offers a CPK
related course in the form of Health
•-'(lit

"This is about our third year of
utilization of the CPK course. We
fell aboul three or four years ago
lhat there was a need for offering
C'l'lt as an individual course. It had
always l>een pan of our health and
safetv and firsl aid but we felt that

then to make il a creuii touia*..
We checked through the
department chairman and theyOK (I it/Ever since then we've been
just swamped with people who want
to luk*' the course."
Cahill said students lake the
course for u variety ol reasons.
"Il is extremely useful for just
wanting to know how to save
someone's life. There is nolhing
more helpless or paralyzing than
having someone have a heart attack
and not know what to do."
The class itself is offered in a little
different form than most.
"It is II one hour credit but il
meets lor ifi boors. There are tour

New president
to understand history
By Alan White
Features editor
Wanting to get acquainted with
all aspects of Kentucky, new
university president Dr. H. Hanley
Funderburk has taken what seems
a logical step -- reading up on our
state's history.
"After reading a couple of history
books on the slate I in anxious to
become more familiar with the state,
certainly the service area of
Eastern," said Funderburk.
The new president said he has
found the history to be very
interesting reading.
"I found early on that I had to
find an atlas to determine what the
regions were they were talking
about.
"For example, in the history
books they refer to the Purchase,
the Pennyrile and the Knobs. I
really didn't know where those
places were, but now I've got a
pretty good idea."
It was through his readings of
Kentucky history thai Funderburk
ran across an item that may be a
link between the state's past and its
current standards of education.
'' I was interested in finding out in
the very first constitution that
passed that their was no provision
for public education.
"Of course the leaders recognized
that state and corrected it at a later
date." he said.
Funderburk said he plans to make
use of what he learns from his
reading of Kentucky history to
explore the historical sights of
Kentucky while at the same lime
visiting areas that help to populate
the university's campus.
One particular aspect that struck
Funderburk as engaging was
Kentucky's coal industry.
"I would like to see the coal
industry hi operation. I've read a
good deal about it. both the eastern
and the western coal fields, and I
want to see that operation." he said.
Also on Funderburk's list of what
to see is Eastern Kentucky and
what's left of its virgin timber.
"I remember reading about the
virgin forests that covered that area
and the large tulip trees, tulip
populous, and I hope that somebody
has got a few still standing
somewhere. Being a botanist. I
would like to aee some of that."
Funderburk8 career as a botanist
may have been spurred on while
growing up on a farm.
"It was cotton, cattle and timber.
I did a little bit of everything. Any

Hanly Funderburk
part of the cotton operation. 1 was
expected to participate in. from
planting to the harvest."'
Funderburk said his move to
Kentucky has been withoul
surprises. Well, almost.
"Everything has been pretty
much as I expected it. pretty much
as I was told it would be with one
exception: that's the weather."
laughed Funderburk. "The weather
has been grossly misrepresented up
to this point.
"But we are enjoying it very
much. We'll get acclimated to the
weather I'm sure. It has been a little
colder than usual, hasn't it?" he
asked.
Aa far as hobbies and pastime
activities go. Funderburk said he
hasn't had any extra time as of yel
to enjoy.
"I haven't had any off hours up
to this point except for reading
Kentucky history late at night." he
said.
Funderburk said he would like to
get out and meet more students.
"When my wife and I were here
in December, the students had a
little Christmas party for us over in
the Powell Building and we met a
good many studesTts there that day.
"Of course whence, first came
January 1. school was still out so
there were not many people around
at all. A few students have been by

to see me and I've met a few out on
campus but not nearly enough."
While al Auburn University in
Alabama. Funderburk did manage
to plav a little golf.
"I started golfing rather late in
life I was aboul 38 or 40." he said
What compelled funderburk to
make his way out onto the course?
"My home in Montgomery was
adjacent lo a golf course and many
of my friends were golfers, so I kind
of had lo take il up as self-defense."
he explained.
"I don't have a very good
handicap, but I have whittled it
down. I did it because I enjoyed il."
Funderburk. who attended
Auburn
University
as
an
undergraduate, sees time as a factor
in determining a student's success
in college.
"I think there is a lol of
competition for their (student's)
time. I n other words you've got a lot
ol extra-curricular activities: a lot of
t In iu:s to do in addition lo studying.
"So I think thai probably one of
the greatest problems thai a
sludenl finds is how lo budget his
time."
A problem Funderburk sees that
he says shouldn't exist lies with an
individual not being able to attend
college because of a financial
problem.
"Thirty years ago when I was in
college you didn't have near the
number of programs that you have
today. So realiy there is no excuse
for a person not being able to go lo
school today."
Aside from temporarily leaving
golf for awhile. Funderburk also left
some of his family in Alabama •
something he hopes will be
temporary also.
"We have a son. Ken. who is 25
and works for the chamber of
commerce in Montgomery, and a
daughter. Debbie, who is 29 and
married and has a daughter. Ashley,
who is 2 and a half vears old.
"We are very close to our children
and grandchild and thai did cause
us a little concern." he said.
"They'll visit as often as they
can."
Funderburk said that a full
schedule of work has left him little
time to enjoy one of his favorite
hobbies: keeping up with sports.
"I'm interested in all athletics,
but Eastern is where my paycheck
comes from so you'll find thai my
wife and I will be loyal and
dedicated Eastern fans."

Progress photo/Alan White

courses this semester that meet four
limes. Kach timewe meet, we meet
tor lour hours."
Cahill explained the reasons for
such long sessions of class time.
"We like to teach it that way
because the learning and the handson experience they have to have is
better in this workshop setting than
it is in the lecture type of setting."
P«I»UJ
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by Terri Martin
U.K. Korderhase said he feels
Staff writer
working in the same area of study
. "We've got an academic as his spouse has added to his
marriage." said Dr. Bette Fox of the marriage.
university's police administration
"We can converse about the same
subjects." he said.
"We're
department.
According to Fox. her marriage to interested in the same things unlike
Dr. James Fox has been influenced couples whose careen are going in
by education since their wedding in two different dir. .lions."'
Nancy Korderhase said she feels
;re«2.
The couple planned its wedding working in the same area adds
date around a semester break in understanding Ul a marriage.
"Since WC both leach American
January.
"We had a break during the history, we understand each other's
winter, so we planned our wedding work problems." she said. "We're
sympathclic to each other.
for January 20." said Bette Fox.
She said she and her spouse work
In December. 1973. Dr. James
Fox came to the university's together not only on the campus,
correctional services department hut in their home.
"There's a lot of sacrifices when
and Bette joined him in the summer
of 1974. after fulfilling her teaching both husband and wife artcontract at James Madison employed." said Korderhase.
"Luckily I've liecn blessed with a
University in Harrisonburg. Va.
In that same year, two other cooperative husband who shares tinuniversity professors were joined in responsibilities of child rearing ami
housework." she said. "It's hectic
marriage.
when both people work."
Doctors Carol and Robert Baugh
This hectic schedule can cause
were married in 1974.
lime
conflicts
among
the
Robert Baugh had been part of university's married instructors.
the university's health education
For this reuson. James and Bette
department since 1970. Carol Baugh Fox have set aside their evening
became
involved
in
the meal as time to be spent together
baccalaureate nursing program.
"Our evening meal is u family
According to Robert Baugh. affair." said Bette Kox. "We make
working in the related fields of every effort to In? there because
health education and nursing has spending lime together is important
strengthened the Baugh marriage. to us."
"We're on mutual ground." said
According to Bette Kox. this time
Baugh. "Our interests have become together is sometimes interrupted
the same."
bv night classes her husband

■

university's history department.
Doctors Nancy and HI-:
Forderhase were married in 1963
after meeting at the University of
Missouri.
In 1966. the couple came to the
university.
According to Nancy Korderhase,
the university's administrators had
initially planned to hire only her
husband.
'Because it dculs with the lives ol
"My husband came for an
nidiv iduals and because il deals advertised position after his
Kith situations of life saving dissertation." she said.
capabilities, the Red Cross likes to
According to Forderhase. she
nave the people recertified yearly
taught survey courses while\nd thai is done locally in the com- completing her comprehensive
monly centers."
examinations and her dissertation.
Cahill said CPR also gels lucking
"They didn't plan to hire both of
from ih*" private sector.
us. but it was al a lime when'
"Many banks in the community Eastern was growing and teachers
will even ofler in-service days as an were needed." she said
Both Forderhases leach American
incentive for the individual to learn
history courses al Ihe university.
CPU "

"With CPR it's such a changing
field, l-'ur example with a baby
certain techniques change with the
baby almost every other year
Ix-cause of the research done to
improve the methods of saving a
baby's life."
Cahill said the CPR certification
is good for only one year.

Kvemng classes also ailed 1 Illschedules of other married
professors.
"I teach three nighl classes this
semester." said Robert Buugl
"Carol and I spend time together
on the^feekends,"
All hiyicli Bette and James Kox
value their lime together, they also
said they feel time apart and
individuality are important to a
marriage.
"We take care of our own
problems al work and talk aboul
them at home." said Bette Kox.
"We don't share an office because
we need our own space lo he
individuals."
"We niitl lime to be alone as well
as time together.*1 she added,
James Kox agrees with his wife.
"I don't want Ul absorb her life,
and I don't want her lo absorb
mine."

Booklet lists activities
By Alan White
Feature editor
During the past summer
orienlation when Dan Bertsos
talked lo parents of future
university students, he was
bombarded by a familiar
question.
"We were in the middle of our
freshman orientation program
this summer and heard for the
umpteenth lime from parents: we
heard that this is a suitcase
campus. What is there to do
around here?" said Bertsos.
director of mens programs.
Neat time around, though,
summer orientation will have the
answer, said Bertsos.
"We thought, well, fine' and
began to put together a list." he
said.
That list has snowballed into a
pamphlet tilled Marooned at
EKU. due out in about three
weeks.
"A couple of folks I have here
working in the office who are part
of the orientation student staff,
said. 'okay, we'll do it.'"
In trying to put together a list
of things the campus and
surrounding area had to offer.
Bertsos and his team took a
logical first step: the yellow
pages.
"They (his staff) got phone
books from Frankfort. Lexington.
Richmond and Berea and just
went through the yellow pages.
That was the easiest way to start.
"Here on campus they used all
the logical places that you would
normally think of - the Begley
Building. Alumni Coliseum, the
PowearSuiidiaB.",-. •.:?:, -- ~~£
It wouHTse#m that Bertsos-arfd
his crew left no stone unturned
while digging up things for
students to do.
"We went through student
activities to get a listing of all the
clubs."

.

.

Because of the time involved in
compiling information for the
pamphlet, some activities have
come and gone, numbers and
locations changed - meaning that
a major part of- the work "tar
preparing the final manuscript

- soon now that we've had the
. master copy corrected."
The extra time spent correcting
ithe information, though, has
Bven Bertsos time to revamp the
» Of the pamphlet in terms
' of art work and layout.
"We're looking at a couple ol
' different things to make it more
attractive or seem as valuable as
we think it is.
"From an attractive point of
view, we're going to illustrate it."
Aside from the listings pf
things to do. the pamphlet will
also contain an article by a job
market recruiter which appeard in
- the business section of 77ie
,. Lex in ion HtraU-Leader.

^Thsee asfiS%i-OJraWa* ~» "It talks about how recruiters
change and we're going to he
now are not just looking for
printing an updated version here
• someone who has got a 4.0 grade
'—_."-f .•>■ y

■SB

-""■7*

•"

'

'-'

-

point average."
The point being, said Herlsos.
that students who balanced their
lime between studies and
eXtra-CUrriCUlar activities are ihe
top prospects in the job market.
""A 4.0 may not show their
ability to work with people.
They're looking, apparently, lor
students who are well-rounded.
"By getting out away from ihe
books once in awhile, visiling
places, gelling wilh people,
working in groups doing campus
projects or social activities will
give people the kind of education
thai Ihey may not necessarily be
able lo gel gel in Ihe classroom."
he explained.
Bertsos said that so far the
operation has been running
smoothly
and
businesses
contacted have been cooperating
on the whole.
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Organizations
RA placement
now underway
for fall term

Senator
keeps
busy
By Diana Pruitt
Organizations editor
Whether pushing an issue within
the Student Association or studying
to prepare for a possible life in
medicine. Charlie Sulkamp gives
meaning to the words "campus
involvement."
Sulkamp. a senior biology premed major and vice president of
Student Association, has always
been a leader, beginning with the
holding of the position of senior
class president at Kellevue High
School
located in
Northern
Kentucky.
Although Sulkamp held the
position of president in 1981. his
experience in politics wasn't
plentiful.
"I was never really into politics
when I entered the university." he
said.
He continued with his tendency
low.ml leadership when he obtained an K A position in the spring of
his freshman year.
"I was an HA in Mattox and
Dupree Hall. I enjoyed it a lot. but
I still wasn't interested in anything
having to deal with politics." he
said.
According to Sulkamp. his
inierest didn't begin until he was
exposed to senate through a friend.

he's involved with currently.
According to Sulkamp. Mike
Keeling, a senior member of senate
and chairman of nalional issues, is
working on u proposal concerning
financial aid. Sulkamp is in charge
of nalional issues.
Sulkamp said President Keagan
wants to cut guaranteed student

According to Sulcamp. the only
students eligible for the program
would l>e students out of lower
income families.
" I n other words, the middle class
would bo virtually without any aid."
lie said.
"He has written up a proposal
that our financial d< vlor took to

.

.
Nulkamp said his reason for
running was not only out of interest
in the senate, but also to get more
involved.
"doing into my junior year I
wanted to gel a little more involved
on campus besides being an HA."
said Suljcamp.
With the beginning of his career
in senate. Sulkamp found he had a
serious
inierest
in
it
and
progressivly became more active.
"Last year I chaired a committee
and worked on the Spring Fling
fund raising committee." he said.
Although Sulkamp has worked
on numerous committees, his
largest venture may be the issue

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Charlie Sutkamp reviews senate issues

«*». w«*fc. fcllf

money could still be there for middle income families.
"Mike and I. really Mike, could be
doing all the testifying in front of
the House of Kepresenlatives and
the Senate." he said.
According to Sutkamp. the senate
is exciting for him and as he
continues to work towards his life's
...
work
hard also.

Intramural update
Sign up deadlines
The Division of Intramural Programs would like to remind
everyone of the enlry deadlines for
the following individual and dual
activities:
Ping pong. Jan. 2Ji. howling. .Ian
2A. racquet ball doubles. .Jan. .It), <•«-

i .it qui-t h.ill. Pel). »>. tennis doubles.
Mar. 20.
For more information contact Jefl
Smith in the Inlramurals Office or
phone
1X44.

Outdoor Soccer
The

International

Association defeated Kappa Alpha
Fraternity by a score of 4-2 last
Wednesday lo capture the finals of
the All-University Intramural Soccer Championship. Congratulations
to both ISA and Kappa Alpha
learns.

Student

IUMB CASSETTES TICKETS
/

problems that may occur within the
By Diana Pruitt
dorms.
Organizations editor
"Forty percent of the students on
A campus wide search will be
conducted beginning Jan. 30 by hall this campus are freshmen and don't
directors to fill the 163 resident know their way around or what to
assistant (KAI positions available expect. Therefore, we need RA 's
who are familiar with the campus."
for the upcoming fall semester.
According to Dan Bertsos. he said.
Bertsos said familiarity is only
director of men's RHA programs,
anyone interested in becoming an one of the many characteristics an
|{A should come to the Powell KA candidate may posses.
"Peoplewith the ability to talk to
Building from 10 a.m.-4 p m ..Ian 30
and help students maybe cut some
and fill out an application.
"For a position in the fall red tape are what we are interested
semester, whether you have been an in." he said.
Bertsos said people shouldn't be
HA previously or not. you must
reapply for a position along with the involved with other activities
because that would cause them not
new applicants." said Bertsos.
The process of being selected as lo have enough time to devote to the
KA job.
an K A is a rather lengthy but
"Although some people are able
possibly worthwhile procedure.
According to Bertsos. an lo handle a large load, preferably we
applicant must arrange interviews wanl people who will have the time
in the particular hall they would like to do the job." he said.
Bertsos said people who are
to work in.
"They may select one to ten halls. qualified with past experience in
It doesn't matter how many." he this type of job are very good
candidates.
said.
Bertsos said that the interviews
Kxperiencc aids the job lo a
will follow a placement day.
strong degree due to the amount of
"If you wanted to be an KA in
different situations lhal may arise
Case or Clay, you would have
on the job. varying anywhere from
already made your appointment by
personal to academic problems
placement day." said Bertsos.
where assistance may he needed.
Waiting for notification of a job
"What we are also looking for is
seems endless to some, but r.a.

"On March 5. the Tuesday before
spring break, letters will be sent to
everyone who applied lettin% them
know whether they are a continuing
candidate or not." he said.
Applicants who receive these
letters will have made the first cut.
Bertsos said that holding the
position of KA is a time consuming
and somewhat flexible job where
hours are concerned.
"Some nights you may have to
work only when you're scheduled.
Other nights you may work more
hours, depending on what situations
aiisr." he said.
Bertsos said that a person holding
an H A position must be able to deal
with students on campus and the

said Bertsos.
There will be over 100 newRA 's
on campus. Among the new additions will be minority students as
well.
Bertsos said lhal minorities are
being recruited and are encouraged
to apply.
"There are a dozen minority K A's
on campus and the job they are
doing is very good." he said.
After all the interviewing and
selection is complete, the final
decision for job placement will be
determined by the hall director.
"We are hoping we can get a lot
of people to come nut for this and
fill these positions." he said
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COUPON SPECIALS
* SPRINGSTEEN - USA
* BRYAN ADAM8 - Reckless
* JOHN FOQERTY - Centerfield
* DON HENLEY - Building
Bring This Coupon In Bafom 1-8B-BS
On Thai By-Paaa, Behind State Bank

POUDBWg.

$150 Off
Regular Price

WEEKEND SPECIAL!

$150 Off
Regular Price

LEXINGTON
RICHMOND
286 Southland Dr.
Eastern By-Pass
1316 Russell Cave Rd.
HOURS: SUN - THURS HAM - 9PM
FRI - SAT
MAM - 10PM

T-BONE
STEAK

PRIME RIB
DINNER
(Regular, Queen or King Size Cut)

I

DINNER

|

Includes Baked Potato, Roll *nd

PORTERHOUSE
STEAK DINNER
I 30# Off Regular Price
PONDEROSA BURGERS

| The World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet |
|
MAM to CLOSE-7 DAYS A WtEK
.
EXPIRES 2-28-85

Mushroom )* V - Bacon n Chme - Italian

Imh Dmnrn ln.iu.1, bttd POIMO. RoN irvj
«." I.I i Mom. ** SaUd tulln
HAM ioClOSi l«l S»I a SUN
onus 2 »*s

HAM 10 aO» ' OATS A WtlK UtMHMMS

TOTAL BODY TANNING WANTS
Your Total Body.'
WE

OFFER

YOU

MORE

THAN

ANYONE

PRESENTS

University Center Board Presents Dan Seals In Concert, with Special
Guest Nina Kahle. The Concert will begin at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
January 30, 1985, in the Brock Auditorium. Admission is $3.00. Tickets
will be available January 21 and may be purchased at the Billings and
Collections Office, Coates Administration Building.

ELSE

1. SAFETANNING - Cheap Vacation Tan

"*%«,**'

10 VISITS
Now Only »3995
2. Take Off Holiday "Pounds" SAFE DIET
with Herbs.. .Lose up to 20 Lbs. In A Month
3* FREE - Color Analysis-Skin Care-Make Over
4.1NTRODUCING - Only One In Richmond

PROFESSIONAL NON-SEXUAL THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE MASSAGETramed Massuse

You'll Never Feel Better Than When You Leave!
Just Across From 31 Lumber
Hours: Mon. Sat.
U| IfllYir
9 A.M. to P P.M.
iVallMt

PHONE

101 Gibson Lane Richmond

624-9351
124-9351

xFt?\

DAN SEALS

SPECIAL
GUEST
ACT
BY
NINA
KAHLE
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Kven though Messerich appears
to be working hard on his part of the
debate, he is not alone.
"All three professors are
concerned with staling our three
positions as clearly as we can. then
arguing them as vigorously as we
can." he said.
Choosing an issue to argue is
another task in preparing to plan for
a debate.
"We look for topics students will
quickly see why this is an important
question for them lo think about."
lie explained.
Messerich said the issues chosen
to debate must also be issues that
ihe student already has some
background on.
"This saves a lot of stage setting
lime and these issues are closer lo
the student initially." he said.
The professor said he feels this
year's debate will be as successful
as lasl year's.
"We wanl to let the people in the
audience take home the issues with
them and see what they can do wilh
them." he said.

According to Messerich. students
enrolled in Philosophy 110 are
required to attend, but the public is
ulso welcome.
"Last year we argued the issue ol
whether the devil exists or not, and
our show for the event was
tremendous." he said.
Messerich said at least 100 people
were turned away from the door
with standing room only available.
"Anyone who wishes to attend
the debate is advised to arrive early,
so as to get a seal." said Messerich.
He said the debate will be in a
three-way argument format.
"Kach professor. Dr. Robert
Miller. Dr. Bond Harris and myself,
will take a stand on the issue and
By Diana Pruitt
argue it." he explained.
Organizations editor
Kach participant will have 10
Wilh the coming of spring comes
minutes lo present his urgumenl
and the remaining will IK used for the arrival ol many seasons such as
baseball, softbull and track seasons,
rebuttals.
"Ninety percent of the rebuttals fur example.
are made up on the spot, except for Although all of ihesc are lasl
the few remarks you already have in approaching, another one a little
different is ulso on its way: the
VOW mind because you know the
ohter guy's argument on the issue." bridal seuson.
According to Susun Morehead. a
■ >>'! \1«»ccerirh

7

Games
form
group

Profs debate
life after death
B.v Diana Pruitt .
Organizations editor _
A taste of yesteryear will be
presented when three professors of
philosophy argue the issue "Is there
Life after Death?" in an Oxfordstyle debate scheduled for 7:30 p.m..
Jan. 24 in the Clark Room of the
Wallace Huilding. The event is
sponsored by the Philosophy Club.
"In the old Oxford-style debate,
people would literally get up and
shout while arguing back and forth.
The debute is very interactive." said
Dr. Ron Messerich. a philosophy
professor and participant in the
debate.
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IIx Diana Pruitt
Organizations editor
Knights, dragons and war may IMa thing of the past lo some, but to
I he members of I he Warganics Club
these are very much u reality.
Michelle Coon, a senior computer
systems major und vice president of
l he club, said the club plays games
at :i 1(1 p m on Tuesdays in rm I Hi
of Ihe Heglev Ituilding
"This is our scheduled lime to
play, but sometimes the urge to play
a game will arise on the spur of the
moment, so we'll play." said Coon.
The 22-year (ild game buff
explained thai many different
games are played ranging from
Dungeon and Dragons. I o Traveler
lo a game culled Allermalh.
"Most of Ihe games are played
Progress photo/Rob Carr
totally in the mind while others are
played on an actual game board."
i • , ■' • h ii- ■
l
• ■ . i
i ii t I'I ,-1
ii
said Coon.
She said ihe games are usually
played with two sets of people.
According to Coon, the rules of
(he different games varies und can
be very involved
"In the game Dungeon and
I )rugons. the person who is selected
"The ealenories sin- lias selected
as Dungeon Muster thinks up what
are
temporary.
lea-lciifrlh.
is going to happen.
contemporary and u|Mhe-shouider
This game is played totally with
gowns, sin- said.
the mind.
tlong
with
planning
the
She suid that in the game
wardrobe, \cilanil will shale
Aftermath, the game revolves
n list iiss ol ceremonies duties wilh around survival after some type of
,i co worker
war or disaster.
With all tin-work involved in the
"Usually during the majority of
show and her classes, Morehead
the games we use dice lo roll up
-aid she cannot possibly do all the
characters und stats." she said.
planning alone.
Although most of the games are
M
|M.rs .a I In- Ull \ help me
r»liivf«t and nlunni-d liv the mind Uw

Illusion set as theme of show

Messerich. ihe first time you hear
Ihe other presentalions is during t he
actual staged debale.
The three arguments staged will
!>e: yes. heaven and hell, yes. hut
heaven only and no. this is it.
"I have Ix-en preparing for the
debate, but I will change my speech
six or seven times In-fore the actual
presentation.'' he suid.
Messerich suid a lot of effort goes
into a debate not only physically but
emotionally.
"To do things well intellectually,
you
must
have ' the
whole
personality engaged in it." said the
professor
He said he plans on giving a
i igorous philisophical argument
which will involve a great deal of
thinking.

junior who |>luns lo graduate in May
with two associate degrees, ihe
Residence Hall Association (KHAi
is busy preparing tor its annual
bridal show scheduled lo begin at *
p.m.. .Ian. 22 in lirock Auuitorium.
" I he theme lor this year s show
is entitled "Illusions." which is u
name given lo u type ol veil." suid
Morehead,
The 20-vear-old from Hebron said

mpus cups
Open House
The Eastern Progress invites you
to an open house Jan. 18,1 - 3 p.m.,
in room 11? Donovan Anns*. 11M
open house is sponsored by
SPJ.SDX in observance of National
Freedom of the Campus Student
Press Day.

Hockey Club
The Hockey Club will In- having
a .scrimmage game at 9 a.m. . Jan.
2(1. at the Kcxinglon Ice Center. The

dresses and tuxedos for the show
v. ill be supplied by Anila's Itridal
lioutique. The remaining tuxedos
will IM> supplied by .let! and Hall.
rutting mi a large bridal show
involves many hours ol preparation
in planning not only what issuing
in lie worn, but linding who is going
in In- wearing the clothes.
"We presently have 2'i girls and
Is guvs in the show." said
Morehead

,,.., I .« I|I.IIM

see it lhc\

. Ill

I.. -I

I I ..I

would

-

be interested

again

It am will be phi) mg against a local
men's leugue
The club is also holding a skating
partv front s .id p.m. to I _':)() p.in .
Jan :ll al the Lexington Ice Arena.
Anyone interested in the club can
ionliH'1 Tom I'appas at nVI-fMKi.

Racquetball Club
The In-I meeting of the RiH'quel
bull ('lull » ill I" al 7 p.m.. Jan L'.i.
in Room I Mi in the Heglev Building
Anyone interested in joining ihe
club can contact Rod Curtis ill 2(i!l2

HAMM'S
^GULF
FREE
LUBE

"l\e then ran an ad in the KYI.
.mil all I In- interested pmpli went In
\ini.is lor a screening. ' she said.
\n inding
in
Morehead.
rehearsals are underuax and arc
hectic.
(tin lust rehearsal wus.lunuun
ti .mil die rein.lining rehearsals are
i iniliniiing pi,u lu.ilk even niglil
right up until the actual show. ahe
-.ml
Mnrehi-ad said Anita Nciluttd,
nAiiii nl Anitas Itridal ltouli(|UC.
!i.is planned In have lour categories
.-] si \ les nl ilrcssi"..

Hall, she said
Morehead said il wasn't definite,
lull tickets may be sold through the
1(11 \ n-pii-senlalives Irom each
dorm Ticket s will also be available
at the ili II II
\ccordillg In Mnrelieail. between
1,1 III and 7IHI people attended the
show last sear.
We would have had a lot more.
lull I here was lour inches nl snow on
Ihe ground the day nl the show,
-be suid
Morehead said she hopes Im a
much larger turn out Inr this yeai
-Hopefully that uliesnnw. won t
happen lhi*« year." she said.

Welcome Back Students
No matter what
size, two delicious
pizzas for one
low price.

With Oil

change
wrtb coupon

HAMM'S

Small

How To Avoid
Breakdowns:
expires 1-31-85 j

Service your car regularly...with usl
We'll change the oil. put on the snow
tires, check the shocks Reasonable!

623-0604

expires 1-31-85

On the Eastern By-Pass

Medium

1i
m
m
v.
m
m
m
8

50J,
BREAKFAST BAR

SOUP N SALAD BAR

This coupon entitles Ihe bearer
to 5(K off the purchase of
our Adult Breakfast Bar.
Limit one Breakfast Bar
coupon per person.

This coupon entitles the bearer
to 5W off the purchase of
our Soup 'n Salad Bar.
Only valid with
Soup 'n Salad Bar purchase, not
with Soup 'n Salad, Sandwich
purchase. Limit one'Soup 'n Salad
Bar coupon per person.

1
8
^'•iMOBOV

m
8

50 OFF

Available only at
Eastern Bypass - Lancaster Rd.

Big Boy

623-4100

HFy

w.

88
8*
8

BIGBOY

Available only at
Eastern Bypass • Lancaster Rd.
Big Boy

8
8
8m

FREE!
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Buy One PIZZA"
Get one FREE! |

Two Delicious Pizzas!
One Low Price
Mm Any Original Pizza
At The Regular Price
& Gat The Identical Pizza
Free With This Coupon!
Coupon l-.\pires 2-l-HTl

623-0771
5.39 Mahaffey Drive

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FREE!
Buy One PIZZA I

*

88
88
8*
8
88

complicated, suid Coon.
"The game played on the board
usually consists of using miniatures.
Sometimes we reenart World War
I and 11 and even III. "
Coon said the hoard games are the
ones thul can go on for hours even
days und sometimes months.
"I'm still in a game that began in
August."
Coon said anyone interested in
joining the club or just finding out
what il is all about can come to one
of the meetings.
"A person doesn't have to know
what is going on, just come and finil
out

Get One FREE! I

Two Delicious Pi'.zas!
One Low Price

Urge

This Week's
Special
Buy A Slice Of Pizza
Get A Second Slice
Free!

Buy Any Original Pizza
At The Regular Price
& Get The Identical Pizza
Free With Thia CouponCoupon Kxpires IM-K5

623-0771
539 Mahaffey Drive

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

fH Little Caesars Pizza
111 .in. <......»■

539 Mahaffey Drive

623-0771
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Arts/Entertainment-

Exhibit
shows
works_

Concert date
set for Feb. 15

By Bob Herron
ArtB editor
The arl show featuring three of
the university's art faculty
members is also one of three diferent
mediums.
Charles Helmuth shows his
paintings. Tim Glotzbach displays
the work he has been doing with
porcelain and copper vessels and
Iton Isaacs exhibits his wood
constructions.
Charles Helmulh's paintings are
usually done with two mediums.
The main subject of the picture is
usually drawn in charcoal while
along the edges of the picture oil or
acrylic is used.
This balance between sober grays
and bright colors can fool the eye as
to what the eye should be attracted
Mil on the Throne of
to first: the large subject in the
center done in gray or the edge of
the painting done in bright patterns.
Helmuth also tends to have a
sense of humor about the way his
subjects are presented.
In these five-by-seven paintings
The advanced teapots use tension
he tends to place his subjects in and many intersecting lines to show
extraordinary circumstances while more movement in the design.
giving them anti-climatic facial
A delicate balance is shown in
expressions.
such works as Vessel of Ihe Yellow
Mil on St. Peter'a Throne has the lleuileil tiurgPUHl* and (ulilron 11/
subject silling on Ihe throne of St. I he ) elloir lleuileil Surf/cunts, with
Peter exhibiting an expressionless I hi: supports lavoring one side while
face.
leaving the other unprotected
This kind of expression is used
The name 01 tne yellow headed
throughout' his paintings, and surgeants came from (ilotzbach's
«"« it is used m*»ro

St. Peter

Progress photos/Rex Boggs

Review

............. uiau 1MB *>»• uiojJ»u(t *>••

Jim the main characters are sitting
looking outward toward the viewer
drinking out of a glass. The
mundane looks on the faces tends to
add a sense of sorrow for the two.
In a completely different medium.
Tim (ilol/.bach uses porcelain,
copper and forged iron to make his
rendition of the teapots.
The teapots are not very
functional, but they are sculptural.
The evolution of (Ilotzbach's
teapots range from the primitive
looking such as Teapot with Crib or
Teapot with Scaffold to the
sophisticated Fountain Vessel and
ihe Cultlntii <•/ Ike Yellun lleuileil
Sar/ieauliThe more primitive ones lend to
l>e the most functional, but the
sophisticated tend td be less
inhibited.

assortment of jewelry which he
made.
Although in the past Isaacs has
concentrated on making clothes out
of the plywood, at this exhibit Isaac
also shows that leaves are also a
likely subject to l>e copied.
Works such as Sveumore l.eures
■ nh HlucHiHumi I,,/,,, thmuluJwItl,
I em, show 1 hat although rial he*
may IN- IIK' heal illbi.VI for thismedium. Ill
are mil the nnl\
•ii'mvt.
In hiurnill. Isaac* give* us an
excellent rendition of the three
1lnn1i1s1011.il realism which he
.!■ liiiAi-s in his work
The show is located in the (iile.s
Gallery, located in the Jane K.
Campbell Building, and will be
exhibited through Jan. 'M).

■

TRUCK DRIVERS NEEDED:
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE.
Call -- 513483-0847.

**************
Now Open Thursdays \
Fridays:
The
Ark...Be
There...Aloha.
**************
WANTED-FRATERNI1 IKS.
SORORITIES.
CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS OR VERY
ENERGETIC INDIVIDUAL
TO ACT AS OUR REP FOR
OUR ANNUAL SPRING
BREAK
TRIPS
TO
DAYTONA
AND
FT.
LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA
EARN
COMMISSIONS
AND/OR FREE TRIP. CALL
OR WRITE: COSTAL TOURS.
P.O. BOX «8. OAK FOREST.
ILL. 60452. 312-063-8858.
PLEASE INCLUDE PHONE
NUMBER!

Caldron of the Yellow Headed Sergeants

GUITARS.
GUITARS.
GUITARS
Best Prices And Select ion
Around. Curriers Music World.

James llerval. production
designer at the university's Ann in
I). Hummel Planetarium, has had
two paintings published in the
January isssue of National
(ieographic.
llerval. who is a space artisl. had
his paintings accompany Kick
Gore's article. "The Planets: Between Fire and Ice."
llerval makes his paintings as
faithful to scientific fact as possible
The paintings which appear in National (ieogruphic are of the Galileo
space probe entering Jupiter's atmosphere and a painting of the
Soviet lander Venera 14 on Venus.

National (ieogruphic editors came
across his work when a friend of his
was showing the editors some slides
of space arl which included his
work.
Hervat's work has also appeared
in Sky anil Telescope. Omni and
Astronomy magazines.
His work has also been displayed
on the televison shows "CBS Morning News" and "Nova."
According lo Hervat. National
Geographic was happy with his
work and asked him if he had any
paintings of a I {alley's Comet space
probe.

College Ring Sale
Order Today

**************

New Albums. Tapes \ l.Vs arrive every. Wednesday at Currier's Music World.

**************
CASH - We Buy or Loan Money
'On Gold. Diamonds. TV's.
Guns, Movie Projectors, Electric Typewriters-, Binoculars.
Power Tools, Sewing Machines,
Guitars, Class Rings, Etc.
Johnson Diamond Exchange.
717 Big Hill Ave. - |Next to
Druthersl 623-4535.

Offer Good During
The Week Of
January 21-25

**************
Bogies Barber \ Style Shop. S.
Porter & Spangler. 621-1 ISli

**************

O'Riley's Pub
ISO E. Main Street-Richmond-623-7341
I

.

Works of artist

Classifieds
SPRINGSTEEN. ADAMS.
HENLEY. A FOGERTY. $5.99
With Coupon At RECORD
SMITH. 8234058.
**************
TDK SA-90 - S2.85 At
RECORDSMITH. Just Men
lion This Ad.
**************
World Famous GONESH INCENSE 81.00 At RECORD
SMITH. JUKI Mention This Ad.
**************
SPRING BREAK in Daytona
Beach from $89., South Padre
from $78., Mutang Island/Port
Aransas $119., Steamboat
Springs skiing from $79.
HURRY "Break From The
Books" call Sunchase Tours toll
free for more information,
1-800-321-5911 or contact a Sunchase Campus Representative
or your local Travel Agency
TODAY!

some responses, including one from
Staff report
A concert in memorium of Bruce an alumnus who is flying in for the
Bennet has been scheduled for concert from Tokyo.
He also said there have been
fell. 24 by the university s music*
several contributions to the
department.
The concert will mark the scholarship fund.
beginning of the Bruce G. Bennet
Beeler said the concert would
Memorial Scholarship in Organ at feature many different kinds of
the university.
music performed by the members of
Bennet was the university's the faculty and alumni.
organist from 1970 until his death
According to Beeler. the concert
from cancer last summer.
According to a news release sent is free and open to the public, but
out by the university. Bennet there would be a chance for
studied
at
the
I'eabodv members of the audience to make
Conservatory of Music in Baltimore donations.
and was given the title of
Colleagues or former students
"University Organist" when he who might want to participate in
arrived.
the concert or make a donation
According to Beeler. Bennet s prin- should write: Bruce G. Bennet
cipal teaching duties were in piano Memorial Scholarship Fund.
and organ.
Department of Music. Kastern
Aside from leaching. Bennet Kentucky llniversitv. Foster 103.
played many of the official univer- Richmond. Ky. 40475.
sity functions such as convocations
According to Beeler. potential
or graduations.
performers should indicate what
According to Dr. Alan Beeler. numliers they would like to play and
professor of music at the university the timings for each.
and a coordinator of the scholarship
Beeler said the concert would not
fund committee.lhe scholarship will be canceled liecause of the weather,
go to a student who is interested in but he did express concern at the
playing church music or studying thought of bad weather keeping
the organ.
"The music department sent out people home.
"If they cannot attend or feel that
a letter to all of its alumni to
announce the concert, and weather conditions or distance
requesting participants." said might be problems, we would still
like to pass on any messages they
Beeler.
According to Beeler. the have to Mrs. Bennet and/ other
department has begun receiving friends." said Beeler.
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SPECIALS
Tuesday: 2 for I
Wednesday: Ladies Night
FRIDAY: 3 FOR I 5-8 p.m.

^UNIVERSITY
^BOOKSTORE
CENTER Of CAMPUS
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Artist leaves
metropolitan
for the rural

By Bob Herron
Arts editor
For art professor Dennis
Whitcopf. his interest in drawing
liegan when he was young.
"I always drew as kid." said
Whitcopf. "A big Christmas present
for me was a big ream of white
typing paper, which I would use to
draw on it."
Although he first took classes in
high school, he never thought of a
cureer in the arts until he attended
college.
W hitcopf. a native of I.os
Angeles, said he attended Cal-State
at Northridge. where he received his
bachelor's degree in art.
According to Whitcopf. he
-milled will) John Cook, a sculptor.
Cook left California to lake a job at
I'enn Slate .mil asked Whitcopf if he
would take an assistant-hip next to
hnn 01 I'enn State.

Whitcopf did and received his
MKA from there.
Although as an art student he
was interested in painting, his
studies with Cook look him to what
he is today: a sculptor.
"I was interested in just about
everything." he said. "I originally
started .off with the intentions of
being a painter, but courses in the
different media were required.
"B^lhe lime I graduated from
undergraduate school I had as many
credits in painling. prinlmaking.
metals design, jewelry and furniture
design as I had in sculpture.'he
said.
"It really was g slow, involving

'Zone' sways
plot of script

IB

il

"I am really turning into a small
town kid now. I really like living in
a rural area." said Whitcopf.
He said it is still more
advantageous from a professional
standpoint to live in a metropolitan
area, but the problems of being in
a smaller area ca be overcome, even
though long distance business
causes the phone bills to increase.
Whitcopf said he links the art
produced in the area to that which
is yeilded by the Midwest.
"Midwest art lends to be a little
more figurative and maybe a little
more conservative than some of the
avant-garde things being done on
the coast, but that is just a broad
generalization," he said.
According to Whitcopf. there is a
tremendous activity in art in the
Midwest with schools like Indiana
and Iowa turning out good artist
since World War II.
As a teacher, Whitcopf said he
believed that the students in this
area are isolated from easy and
ready access to large scale
museums, with Cincinnati and
Louisville being the closest.
"There just isn't a large
professional art community around
here." he said. "I think for the
students it is important for them to
see th.' work and be around it. to
have some sense as to what the
current activities are."
Although he was trained as an
sculptor, his current interest is in
the media of photography.
lie is currently leaching an
advanced art photography course at
the university.

Although The Twilight Zone ha>
been off the air for many years, the
impact it had on television, and still
has to some degree, was great.
Kven though I was born a
generation too late. I still would like
to submit a script for the show.
The camera would first show a
boy. dressed in a tunic, sleeping.
Without straying from the boy's
face, the camera would then move
to a close-up. and then even closer
The picture would then fade to
black for less than a second only to
open up on a man with a pained look
on his face.
The man is dragging two large
pieces of wood up a dirt road. Blood
is streaming down his face, and the
man looks worn. His eyes are the
most tired part of his body.
The camera should keep its
distance, showing not only the man.
but also the crowd which is
watching this march.
The man stumbles and falls into
the dirt, but the guards surrounding
him refuse to help him. Instead they
watch and laugh as he struggles
with the two pieces of wood.
The man. trying with all his
strength, once again begins to drag
the weight he is being made to
carry.
But. he only falls again. This lime
a guard forces one of the crowd to
help this man to his destinalion.
The man picks up the cross and
Progress slatt photo
leads Ihe other up the road.
The camera should still be
keeping its distance, and give the
feeling of being a documentary
newsreel.
Whitcopf said he got started out
As the journey lengthens a guard
on photography by doing portfolio forces the men to hurry !>ecause the
shots of his sculpture *"as heal of the day is liepnnnini' '" ratlf*

Whitcopf interest range from sculpture to.
photography
said. "It is a lot more spontaneous
than a painter's eye. it is more aware
of Ihe small stuff. Things which

subjects tor photograph.v
but there are probably a whole lol
unlil John Cook called him with the
of things I do not know how to do
assislantship at I'enn State that he
when it comes to photography." he
began to think of sculpture as his
said.
principle medium.
"What I know, I know, but what
Citing that the art movements he
I don't know is probably plenty."
was interested in had been done by
According to Whitcopf. there are
a New York artist and thai he grew
Kngland Dan Seals will kick off be .lady Kurrenl. Admission is SI.
two schools of thought as to
up with the notion that everything photography's place in the arts.
the first of six programs on Jan. 30.
I'rankie Paw. comedian, will lie
was happening in New York.
"Any number of photographers Seals will play pop and country performing al Brock Auditorium
Whitcopf said he always intended to will try to say that photography is music at the concert in Brock I'eli 20. Admission is 81.
do his graduate work on the Kast
Michael l.ane Truutman. a
equal to arl and they treat Auditorium.
coast
Seals' show will liegin at H p.m. sliiiv teller and mime will also perphotography like painting." said
"I'enn State, though in a rural Whitcopf. "But the photographers and the admission is Sii.
loi in in Brock Auditorium April 2ft
community in the middle of
On Feb. ft al Hp.m. the comic Sin ill Kp.m. Admission is SI.
I have a whole lot of respect for
Pennsylvania, is still accessible to seem to think lhal il is a whole bud will be performing al Brock
Hounding out the semester, the
New
York.
Washington. different medium and art form all Auditorium. The cost of admission rock group. "Kast Tracks will be
Philadelphia and Boston." he said. together, and don't try lo duplicate is SI.
performing al the Ravine al * p.m.
After living on the West coast and what can be done in painling.
A St. Valentines Dance will l>e
There is no
.
then on the Kast coast, he described
admission.
"The photographer's eye is a lol held in the Keen Johnson Ballroom
moving to Kentucky 17 years ago as different than a painter's eye. he on Feb. 15. The featured band will
cultural shock.

Concerts offered

LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING CHURCH?

Bypass
next to the
University Inn

Call 623-4639
transportation

"The same one?" the mother
would ask.
"Yes. but mother the man's death
(short pause) I feel responsible for
it. I feel that I could stop it." he
would say.
'The mother would laugh and say,
"But honey it is only a dream."
'The mother would then look
lovingly al her son and Ihen say.
"Now go wash your hands, little
I'ilate. dinner is ready "
'The camera pans the boy's face,
then the boy turns lo run away lo
his mother.
'The camera backs up. this time lo
-how the whole room.
The picture then fades to black.

^-With a Balloon Bouquet
^
Includes Delivery

Spangter Drive
oil the Eastern

The Waif to Go

ground at the leet of Ihe man il is
to kill. The man is then stripped of
his clothes and forced to lie on the
wood.
The camera at this lime should
remain on his face.
The audience can hear the blows
of the hammer against the steel
nails, but can only see the man grit
his teeth.
The hammering of the nails
should not last I mi long, but should
lie used for a hypnotizing effect.
The camera is still on the man's
face as he is risen into the air on the
back of the two wooden timbers.
The crowd is now near frenzy and
deafens the scene with its moans
and cheers.
As the timbers are risen into the
air they crack, adjusting to the
weight.
As the timbers crack, the camera
immedially cuts hack to the boy in
lied, who is now awake. Tears are
streaming down his face.
The camera is now a witness and
il is removed from the scene. Using
a full view it is now just watching
the .HI inn- of the whole room.
When the boy reaches his mother
the <11.11..I'm- will go something like

Surprise your Sweetheart

^fk

$10.95

^■^
Gordon Sowers. Pastor

Bob Herron

*fl0±£±

Jfatth, Createb ^numbly «rf <&»&
Sunday College &
Career Class: 9 45 A M
Sunday Worship
Services 10 45 AM
Wednesday Evening
Bible Class 7 00 P M

me piisunci ^ Ian-, ouux m ia IIU
longer carrying the wood, his hands
have been lied.
The crowd still mocks him. but he
shows no sign of acknowledgement
to the cries of the crowd.
In fact, many within Ihe crowd
take his emotionless expressi-m to
Ibe a sell righteous haughtiness ,ind
II In-- cause- l be Crowd to net even
HUNT host lie
I he crowd is so ugly that even the
the guards begin lo worry aboul a
riot. Several curses are yelled and a
few rocks are thrown.
Finally after what seems like
hours the group finally reaches its
destinalion. a hill with golgolha (the
skull) as its name.
'The cross is ihen dropped on the

Stage Left

tor

The Eastern Progress
Now Has Openings For
Staff Photographers

Oh
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623-0340
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nchmond ky 40475

JERRYS
STEREO
TV

UNIVERSITY Of KENTUCKY
Old Fine A/ts Building. Room #17
Wednesday. January 23.6 9 PM

UNIVERSITY OF lOUISVllii
Music Building. South Recital Hall
Tuesday January 2,2,3 6 PM
Technician Interviews will oe nek) at Indiana University in the
Student Union Akjrnni Mall on Wednesday. January 30 from
1-5 PM. and at Kings Wand m the American Heritage
Music Hall on Saturday January 26. Sunday. January 27
Irom 12-4 PM (both days)

Previous Experience Helpful,
But Not Necessary

Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists
Technicians • Variety Performers •

If You're Interested, Come See Us
In Room 117 Of The Donovan Annex

$190-$2707wa«k
One round trip on tore win oe poid lo hired peiloimefi
Hoveling over 250 miles lo Ihe pork

For More Information Contact:

Contocl Entertainment Deportment. Kings island
Kings Island. OH 45034

Rex Boggs At 622-1872
Or Marilyn Bailey At 622-1880
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UNIVERSITY BOOK & SUPPLY
Book Returns Are Over January 26!!
University Book & Supply
Just Off Campus 528 Eastern By-Pass
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-Sports

Tennessee road trip Wilson wants to coach
proves troublesome
By Theresa Smith
Staff writer

By Jay Carey
Sports- editor
Max Good's basketball learn kwl
two Kami's Ity a lolal of three points
in Tennessee over the weekend.
Monday n ij;lu the Colonels lost u
hard-fouj/hl battle in Murfiouaboro,
Tenn.. to the Middle Tennessee
State Blue Haiders by two points.
45-43. in a game where m-ilher team
shot over 'AH percent from the field.
I r.iilinj: by halftime by four.
'29-25. the Colonels outscored
MTSU 18-16 in the second half to
close the c.ip to two points.
"Our defense slopped thenoffense, bul our offense also stopped
our offense." (iood said. "We did a
Kreat job defensively. Itut we missed
an awful lot of easy shots."
Kenny Wilson was the only scorer
in double figures for the Colonels,
scoring all 10 of his points in the
first half.
John Primni scored nine points and
added 12 rebounds UJMIIII Middle
Tennessee.
The
Colonels
traveled
lo
Cookeville. Tenn.. to face the
Tennessee Tech (iolden Katies
Saturday in a bitter conference
matchup.
Both teams were 1-0 in the Ohio
Valley Conference K°>nK into the
Kante. and Tech had won Mi straight
I'Jiiics in Kbilen Center.
The (iolden Katies extended thai
streak to 17 with a 58-57 victors
over the Colonels.
Tech was the predominant
favorite
lo
lake the OVC

championship

according

When it comes to basketball.
Kenny Wilson knows his stuff.
The 21-year-old senior basketball player, who has been playing
organized ball since the sixth
grade, has been a starter for the
Colonels ever since his freshman
year.
Wilson said his brother and
sister both played basketball, and
this was a source of motivation
for him.
"All my coaches and my
brother and sister inspired me
before I came to college; I guess
I just followed in my family's
footsteps." he said.
Wilson played basketball at
Union County High School in
Morganfield and was a member of
the 1981 Kentucky All-Star team
in the annual Kentucky-Indiana
series.
Wilson was also a member of
Ihe track team in high school and
now
competes
with
the
university's track team where he
is a two-time Ohio Valley
Conference high jump champion.
Although this is his last year as
a Colonel basketball player.
Wilson will be returning to the
university next year to compete
in the high jump on a track
scholarship.
"It will feel kind of weird to go
to Ihe basket ball games next year
and not play. I will miss the
practices with the guys and
playing in front of the home
crowd." said Wilson.
«

in

...
minutes into the game.
"Il was a close game against a
good team." (iood said. "It s
somewhat encouraging to go down
there and play well, bul it's a little
discouraging to play so well for 10
minutes and come out down by one

point.
"They play a tough switching.
man In man defense." said (iood.
"When you run a screen-oriented
offense, it makes it tough to play
against a switching defense, and we
rely a lot on screening and moving
without the basketball"!
The game was lied 28-28 at ihe
half and again at 40-10 with II
minutes left in Ihe game.
The Colonels made one more free
throw lhan the (iolden Eagles, who
made one more from the field than
the Colonels.
The Colonels titok their last lead
of the game when Allen Keldhaus
hit a lti-footer from the right
baseline, giving tjte Colonels a 42-40
lead.

down there. ' (iood said, "lb has
earned a si ail mi; job. bul I can't
start him and l.lohnl DeCamillis,
beeause il I hex lull 11 '"I in toul
trouble I would be hurling I• >t a
point guurtl and a second guard
I'eldhaus scored a team-high IT
points, mosi In.in I he I.') to "JO tool
range
Tech claimed a live point lead.
."..'.:Mi. with I II remaining in ihe
game, and lipped ihe lead lo si\.
.»8-"»2. with l1' seconds remuining
Bui lite Colonels refused to die.
scoring three limes jn Ihe final
seconds, closing Ihe gap lo the final
■ >nc point deficit.
Il was the titlh game ul I lie
season without preseason \llAmerican candidate Tony I'arris.
who has Itecn out "I the Colonel
lineup tin nrarlv a month
I'arris. who was averaging l!l
points .i guiin belore severcl)
spraining his .inkle in a Dec. 21

practice, is
treatment.

still

undergoing

said. I was talking to one nl
I he football couches, I.eon Hart, and
he said they've had loolball players
out kor as long as si\ weeks with
sex ire ankle sprains
(HMKI

(iood

s.mi

I'arris suffered u

second degree sprain while in a
non-contact drill lust month.
\\ II In>uI Tarns. I hi ( nlnnels ale
now L' I.
"It's coining belter We'll itlsl
li.ne in wail.' he said. "There is si ill
~e\ere swelling, but he is gelling
treatment But it s a slow process
anil we have lo be palie-H.
II He had hail irim we might
have won (IM'HI all. bul I hen lurain
in.iv be we wouldn't hu 'plaveti f»
well
il s hard In sav

basketball someday and then
make it to the college ranks.
"I would really not mind
coaching in
Lexington or
somewhere around here close, bul
I w i mid IH- willing lo go jusl about
anywhere they may need me." he
said. "If the coaching job doesn't
work out. I will probably go into
park adminslration."
Wilson said he feels like he has
made some improvements so far
this season, and basketball coach
Max (iood seems lo agree.
"Kenny is a very good defender
and an excellent rebounder. This
season he is shiMiling very well."
(iood said, "lie seems lo be much
more relaxed and confident when

CHARLY'S CAR
WASH
'WELCOME BACK'
EKU STUDENTS

Killarney Square next to Holiday Inn
Richmond, Ky.

(Qconvtmi

adidas^

50 ' Discount!
Off wash with this coupon
oiler Expires 1-31-HS

KangaROOS

limit 1 coupon per pair

handling the ball."
"I feel more confident and
aggressive this year." Wilson
said.
If I can keep lhal up it
would be great."
Despite his great success,
college basketball has been a big
adjustment for Wilson.
"In high school I had to play
inside more because there were
not many big guys on ihe team
When I gol lo college I had lo
learn lo shoot outside and make
more moves." Wilson said. '"That
was a huge adjustment I had lo
make.

"I am just going lo try to
contribute to the leant in every
way. whether il be shooting,
assisting or playing defense. 1 will
jusl strive lo do my hesl." said
Wilson.
"Kenny is hardly ever hurt: he
is a very durable person. I can
never remember him missing a
game or practice because of an
injury." (iood said.
"Sometimes I think we take
him for grunted because he is so
reliable: you can always depend
on • Kenny for everything." he
said.

$2.00 OFF COUPON
REGULAR $9.00 GALS & $10.00 GUYS

•I
1

WILMA WITT

LINDA KELLY

MARTHA SCOTT

'AM RILEY

CAROLYN HALL

LINDA MlZr

CORRJNA TAYLOR

PHYILIS MILLION
OWNER

SCVfttS

EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPNG CENTER 623 6191

BIG HILL AVE. RICHMOND, KY. US 25

$Q00 off

LIVE TOMO£

KmW Any
Anvrpair of shoes

&» tShoe

Kenny Wilson slams one home

Wholesale Gas Prices

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

Expires 1-31-85

MAR-TAN OPTICAL

When should
a. woman
Dingo

PLAYING THIS WEE

"LIGHT'
MON H-9::*l Al.l. YOU CAN DRINK
«YOl'R FAVORITE ROCKY MT.
i BEVERAGE
$2.00
i $1 00
BEV ALL NITE

•

When she'* oclfce
odventurous and
stands on her
own two feet
Her confidence
sr-ows — rtght
down to the
great-looking
Dingo boots she
wears

»

dingo

Tl.'E STUDENT NIGHT
NO COVER WITH STUDENT ID
HOT LEGS CONTEST
7-9 25 rent*
»I 50 cents
ROCKY MT BEVERAGE
WED BLASTOFF NIGHT
8-9
4 for I
9-10
3 for I
10-11 2 for I
I I I ' I I \ Slltll* Ol |
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i I'M
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FREE MR OATH'S PIZZA

DURING HAPPY HOUR
SAT

:) for 1 till H:<H)

268-1414

from $55
1 Wlwra Btudanta Are Mads To Fael At Homt
rl Lain*

BE3- 42G7

Boot Hill

1-75 Exit 90 in Blue Grass Village

_» l

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4-N
2 for 1
and Buffet
Frozen Beverages 95 rents
Oysters 25 rents
2909 PICHMOND RD.

LAKEVIEW PLAZA

LEXINGTON, KY.
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Super Sunday
draws closer

Eels
beaten
by UC
By Jay Carey
Sports editor
Mike Strange was the only double
winner for Dan Lichty's swim team
in a dual meet with the University
of Cincinnati last weekend, which
saw many seasonal and personal
best times set.
Strange, a junior from Midway.
Term . won both the 50 and the 100
meter freestyle for the men's team,
which lost to Cincinnati 60-51.
Lichty's
women's
team,
competing in its first year as a full
team, lost to the UC I.ady Bearcats.
61-42.
The women's team did not win an
event until the ninth event of the
meet, giving UC an edge they never
lost.
"They
just
really
outstrenghlhened us." said Lichty.
"They won first in the first eight
events. They surely have one of the
best women's team's in the area."
The men's team jumped out of the
gun against the Bearcats, taking
the first event of the day. the
400-meter medley relay, and all
seven points to go with the victory.
After claiming second and third in
the 1000-meter freestyle and pulling
a third in the 200-meter freestyle,
the Kris were ahead of UC. 13-12.
Cincinnati pulled out in front to
a 24-19 lead by the time of the
diving competition came along, and
extended that lead to 32-19 as the
Bearcats gained eight points by
forfeiture.
Mark Ksrhliman. a junior diver
from Canton. Ohio, was unable to

it really hurts." said Lichty. "You
can't afford to let them finish 1-2
anytime."
IK" also gained eight uncontested
points
in
the
three-meter
springboartl diving competition.
Strange won the oo-meter
freestyle in 22.29 seconds and won
the 100-meter freestyle in 48.2.
beating his seasonal best by '-« of a
second.
"He swam very well for us." said
Lichty. "The good competition in
the meet brought out the good times
for him."
1
Despite" his accomplishments.
Slrunge was not named the "Eel <il
the Meet." an award voted upon l»\
teammates.
Guy Frable. a butterfly and

****£

Progress photo/Lisa Frost

Men swimmers practice in Alumni Colisuem pool
freestyle specialist, was tabbed the
teams most valuable swimmer as he
hit his best marks of the season in
all three events he competed in.
Prable. a senior from Aurora.
Ind.. and tri-captain of the men's
team, took 2.3 seconds of his best
time this season in the 200-meter
butterfly.
He also cut his best mark of the
season in the 200-meter freestyle by
3(6 seconds, finishing in 1:53.6.
Frable lowered his seasonal best in
the 100-meter freestyle relay by 3.2
seconds to 50.3 seconds.
Steve Dial, a sophomore from
Akron. Ohio, shaved over 12
seconds off his 1.000-meter freestyle
time while finishing tops for the

Eels in that event. His time of
10:19.77 seconds placed him third.
Dial also cut nearly four seconds
off his best time of the year in the
500-meter freestyle, finishing in
4:54.68. good enough to win that
event.
Freshman sensation Ted Hansen
took nearly two seconds off his
lifetime best in the 200-meter. He
finished third in the event, in
2:02.86.
Bill Reddk-k. a sophomore from
Knoxville. Tenn.. turned in what
l.ichty considered "one of best
individual performances of the meet
other than Strange."
Reddick. who received the "John
Buckner Memorial "Award" for

Members of both the men's and
women's track teams begin their
indoor season this weekend in
Johnson. Tenn.. at the Eastman
Invitational.
According to men's and women's
track coach Rick Erdmann. the
entire team will not make the trip
to the Eastman Invitational. He
said only about eight team members
will participate in the Tennessee
meet.
"There will be teams from all
over." Erdmann said. "The
competition will really be tough."
He said the men's contingent at
the Eastman Invitational will
assist of Larry While. Chris
Goodwin. Laird McLean and
probably Kevin Johnson.

Earn Extra Cash Donating Plasma
$8-$ 10 Per Visit
Earn $ 10 Extra For 7 Donations
In Calendar Month

Goodwin, a sophomore from
Louisville, wil I participate in the
triple jump.
McLean will lake on the
competition in the high jump, in
absence of two-time Ohio Valley
Conlerence high jump champion
Kenny Wilson, who is currently
playing for the university's
basketball team.
Johnson, a senior from Baltimore,
will compete in the 300-meter
hurdles.
For the women. Erdmann said
KoscGflmore. Linda Dowdy. Edith
Childress and Angie Barker will
represent the rest of the team al the
invitational.
Gilmore is a junior from Heading.
I'enn . and will be competing in the

running in the fill-meter hurdles.
Childress. u senior from Flint.
Mich . will compete in the high jump
und Hurker will participate in the
shot put.
Barker, u freshman from
Eli/ubelhlon. Tenn.. is a National
Junior Olympic Champion in the
discus and was a three-lime
Tennessee Slate champion in the
discus and shol pul.
Erdmann said ihe full team will
travel to Purdue University in Wesl
l.afayetle. Ind.. Ihe weekend of Jan.
25-26 for competition with schools
from the Big Ten Conference.
"The Big Ten is probably one of
ihe liest conferences in the nation in
track." Erdmann said.
"We'll really huve a feeling for
IK-

Kiss Your Landlord
Goodbyo!

£5

ANO REGISTER FOR
1 YEAR'S FREE RENT
(It PwdMM Ntcmary)

1 MONTH FREE RENT
(wttb tack H !•«•)

New Location
125 S. Third Street

624-9815

main Street

-1.2. or 3 Bedroom Townhouse*
-Secluded Country Living
-Private Patios
-Pool. Volleyball. Playground
-Laundry
-Children, Pets Welcome
-Easy Access to Shopping
-Cable Available

?»»-<V ^J-rT

RASH ROAD • BEREA
!

986-9298

In discussing the men's team.
Erdmann said his team was good in
ihe sprints and relays but is "weak
in the field because we don't have a
shol putter or a discus thrower, and
we only have one experienced pole
vaulter."
He said the women's team was
"pretty well balanced." but includes
"a lot of underclassman. It just
remains to be seen."
Because the university does not
have the facilities, the track teams
will not host any indoor meets.
But that is not the problem.
"We don't really have a place to
train." Erdmann said. "And we
really have to have the indoor
season because the outdoor season
is so short."

Playing
the fidd

Jay Carey

It sounds like a special occasion
to me. But then again, it always has
been.
In every stale across the country,
and probably every county in every
state, there will be a group of people together to celebrate this joyous
occasion.
They will gather in homes,
country clubs, lodges and bars.
Dorm rooms and apartments also.
To try and remember the different
Super Bowls in the past is difficult.
Some are kind of fuzzy - just stuck
there in the back of my head.
But then again, some just stick
out in your mind.
And those seem to be the most
recent games in Super Bowl history.
Like last year. I had a great Super
Sunday in '84.
After sleeping to well past noon.
I finally got my tired, used and
abused body out of bed and made
my way to the shower.
After lounging around, ano
occasionally glimpsing towards the
television. I donned my attire for
the evening and made my way to
Village Square Apartments.
Three kegs, a turkey and two
basement of the complex.
A television in every room, the
host lold me!
What better way to watch the
game?
There was stiff competition in the
building, not just on the television
screen.
When that many people gather,
there are bound to be disputes over
which team should win.
Last year I rooted for the NFC
champions and defending Super
Bowl champs to win. but the I. A
Haiders defeated Washington
rather handily.
This year we all know who is
going to win.

Right?

zieeiES
Cocktails and Dancing
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The Area's Hottest
Live Band

BLUE MAX

Tues.22, Wed.23, Thur.24,
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Offer good January 17.
1065 thru January 23. 1965
during regular breakfast
hours only.

giving a 110 percent effort last year,
trimmed his seasonal best in the
1000-meter freestyle by over 10
.seconds, finishing the grueling
distance in 10:04.7 seconds, good
enough for second place.
For the women. I.aura Riedel. a
junior from Ashland, cut 10 seconds'
off her best lime of the season in the
1000-meter freestyle. She finished
third in 13:22.9.
Patli Miller of Springfield. Ohio,
lowered her best time of the season
in the 200-meter freestyle by 1.6
seconds, finishing in 2:25.
The Klelrkfying Eels wjUrtravel
to Danville to face CentreTollege
this weekend before hosting GeorgiB
next weekend.

It's just about that time of year
again.
A few weeks into the New Year
the entire nation focuses on a
particular city in the country for a
spectular event.
Every year, news media from
every corner of the country and
from all around the world gather for
a week of promotion and Super
Howl hype.
It began last Sunday when the
Dolphins took off from Miami for
their clash with San Fransico's
49'ers.
What! This sounds like a dream
game.
The best team in the American
Football Conference facing the team
with the best record in the National
Football Conference.
Just like the playoff system is
supposed to work.
Now the networks are buzzing
along, anticipating the collection of
$1,000,000 for each 60 seconds of
national commercial airtime during
the game.
There
are
thousands
of
sportswriters pounding the streets
of Palo Alto. Calif., the site of Super
Bowl XIX. All are in search of that
great, elusive pro-game feature
story.
The radio and television color
commentators and play-by-play
announcers are beefing up on
names, numbers, hometowns and
other tidbits of information they feel
will help the fan get into the game.
After all. this is the Super Bowl.
And because of that, there will be
a long, drawn-out pre-game show.

Indoor track season to begin soon

Richmond Plasma Center
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"more burger tian bun "• But two give you a
Double that's a full % lb And dessert for the asking..
fit pcrtctpatlng Dairy Queen Brazier Stores

OFFER GOOD THRU SUNDAY

Optometrist
205'A Geri Lane
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
623-6643
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Brady always
played sports

Lady Colonels
beaten twice
in Tennessee
H.V Mike M.irse,.
Staff writer
Miii .1 big win over non-conference
i "
Kentucky Stale, the I.ady
Colom-ls l>usketbull team was
hatidi il .1 [i.HI i>( losses in ils first
'" ii \ .till \ Conference road trip
I 'uiinj; .i weekend journey la Ihe
\ ■ ' in;. 11 St;it.-. Coach Dianne
Murphv s ii jin dropped decisions
i
Tennessee Tech and Middle
• - ■:11•
• .. lowering ils record lo
!
• ■•veriill and 1-2 in the (JVC.
I lu .I nun i |ii»s11 JVI. Hole, the l.adv
i'i- luuii'd Kentucky Slate
r> I I on .Km !i before a small

"iii .il oni\ 256 in Alumni
1

"lis. 11111 The win pushed (heir
record lo III-.1. tying Murphy's host
record al the university after (he
'
'
I j MHO*.
Mil r si\ I, .id exchanges in the
» 'inn;;. I lie I.ady Colonels look
ilii lead and kept n with I 1:17 to
i'
in the first half. They led 31-22
.it halftone

llu

laid} Colonels sot out lo

• i i In lull quickly in the second
...I mil the) did just thai. The}
i \paudcd theit intermission lead ol
ni' in I!' in less than six ininnles.
i MI largest lead. .'1-1 poinls. was
h. cled in the final score.
I I"

ke.\

to

(he

Lad)

l oloiiel' gieal SUCIISS this night
iheir 11.in-it ion game, which in
i "i II w.is ke,\ed by good defense and

I.• I v .■ I .nix ( iilnni'ls had six or
• '•■ -ni. nil lie I eain's 13
"Kills.

Miuphv
■

noliconhl} pleased
i cam's performance
'isi K suite
WJIS

I ili.u.glit il w as i \u- hrsl time all
I..lie thai we had put two
i i. i I. hack, ' she said. "We
..ell offensive!)
anil
:. ni.. i\ in both hah is "
i.nl slim "is i, percent in the
i.mil half, and 50.9 percent.

-..I i Inn Vi shots Stingy
,1,

held the l.iiilv Thorobrods

By Ricki Clark
Staff writer
Shannon Brady, the ii foot I
Colonel forward who hails from
Sacred
Heart
Academy
in
Louisville,
is
interested
in
everything from basketball to
clothes.

lo a mere 32.3 percent, or 21 of 65.
for the game.
"Kentucky State is a much better
learn
than what
the
sconindicated.'' Murphv added. She
noted that every one played will.
and gave no individual credit,
saying that the win was a total team
effort.

But sports is at the top of her list,
having played Softball, volleyball
and field hockey in high school.
Brady also follows her grandmother
and mother in playing basketball.
"My dad played baseball so my
whole family has played soflball."
she said. "He's very supportive of
me. But I'll never be able to beat
him in a game of horse."

However, for those who iniisi
know. Tina Collie led the I.ady
Colonels in scoring once again with
IH points. Shannon Brady was also
among the leaders with II poinls
and eight rebounds, and Carl.i
Coffey, a freshman forward from
Mount Washington, scored ID
coming off the bench.

Brady has played competitive,
organized basketball for 12 years.
"My coaches tell me I'm playing
the best basketball of my career, but
I feel I haven't reached my potential
yet." Brady said. "I'm not satisfied:
I haven't yet reached my personal
goals."

I.asl Saturday the I.ady Colonels
got a taste of road action in t he (>Y('
as they were knocked off at

Tennessee Tech 754(6, They dug

In
the
Ladies
Sunshine
Tournament in Florida, she scored
a team high 14 poinls against
Auburn.

themselves an early hold as thev
(■olden Kaglettes gabled a 12-0 lead.
after which they never trailed.
"It was one of the most
frustrating games thai I have
coached this year." said Murphv.
She said she fell her team was the
better Ol the two at that point, bin
that they were not mentally read)
lo play as compared lo Tech.
The I.ady Colonels made a run in
the second half, but alwav s seemed
to make a mistake just as t hev wore
closing in.
"Thai was prohahlv

the wm si

harder, she said she thinks the}
could have beaten the Coldcn
Kaglcttos by as many as III points
All scorers in the game were led
by Tina Collie, as the l.adv Colonels
center poured in 21 points, hilling
nine of 1 I attempts Irom the field
Guard Marciu llaney was the
learns leading rebounder. pulling
olf eight from the hoards.
The I.ady Colonels moved over t>.
Murfreesboro Monda) night, where
they were edged by Middle
Tennessee 77-69. As was the case
against Tennessee Tech. the l.adv

Progress photo/Rex Boggs

Angie Fletcher shoots from outside
Colonels n.". , led Ugainsl the l.iiilv
It.nil. iMiddle Tennessee claimed a .1 _'hulllime load, .mil never guined
largo iidvani
■ nvw the l.udi
Colonels I'heii kaigt'si lead Va*
■ ■■•in
..I
■ ••

-lours with 27 points, hitting 13 of
!>. from the field.
The l.adv Colonels had the day off
Tuesday to heal some bruises before
In'ting the practice Hoot, on
w eilin sdav (Inly one major injury
I.I....I...S I J.l. I,
„. . I

Mm phv saw iii.ini posit i v •
i.iiuns at Middli I'ennosseo. despiti
i In final .. ..I•
\\ e dill exac
u hat ive w.niteil
I In in. i
p.n I
■! '
•.!' |i. I III II .1 "III i h .
In- lean
idi ...i- v vi

Miller's status is questionable, but
-in- in.iv return lo practice bv next
.veek
I'hi v.iv difficult OVC slate.
. Murphv s;i\s. ■There's no
automatic W's." continues for ihe
I.,nb Colonels this weekend. They
laee Murray Slule ihis Saturday
alterniHtn, and then Monday the
I ,ulv Governors of Austin I'eay.
-polling an overall record of 13-1.
come lo town. .
Hot h games will be played at
Viinim Coliseum, and both have 5
. in starling times

g«Hld Hi I I :

.1 ''

Si ..I I-I I. illv ii iiie
noil gain.
fur ' ho I .ail Colonels I ina Col i..
had '.'" poml - . ml Mn bounds ;
Il .111 I lie le.ll'
\n. . I I Field..
-.. ntnl IP. Shannon Brad added i
anil I .on I lin. ■ had six a*- e-i -! ,
.mil cighl points. I'm ward l\,
Wel.li ol the I..nlv liaidi i s led .

"There are other people on the
team who are more offensive than
I am. bul they will score four points
in one game and 2-1 in the next
game.'" Brady said.
"I will always get about 12 or 1-1
poinls and about seven rebounds a
game. I'm very dependable on the
court."
"Shannon was without a doubt
l hj[ most i-.ms-isi em nlaver on our

Shannon Brady
music.
"I'm not a c.iri-cr-i.rieiiled woman:
I'm the old-fashioned Ivpe who

coach.

"I'd like In us,, in} creativity
designing clot In- for Ihe tall
woman
. in.se (he
Brad} said - hi
university hec.iu- she liked i he way
ihev recruited Ini
"There's no doubt in my mind
"When I came lo check Kail em
that we will win it all this season."
out. I mei nisi about everyone and
she said. "Kverything is falling into
ihey were so nice siasiul "At the
place and everyone is playing as a
other schools I diiio™
team."
the other players nn.Rjii r^l did.
Brady has a double major in
"Il was neat todriv .■ i^^j\l:e byfashion design and art.
pass and see Wclcinic to KKU
She said she spends her lime Shannon Brady on I hi bank's,
drawing, designing and listening to marquee, smiled llradv
The I.ady Colonels tied for second
in the Ohio Valley Conference last
season, but according lo Brady, this
year's squad will do better.

"I'llWWJflllMilllrl^
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Chain assures
return of keys
By Lisa Frost
Editor
Lost keys may now be returned
with a little ease as long as they are
attached lo a certain key ring.
The Division of Public Safety and
the campus Bookstore have begun
u program lo return keys to people
who have lost them by selling a key

chain that bean Public Safety's
address.
According to l.t. Terry Mosser.
patrol superviser for Public Safety
and originator of the key chain
program, once a key chain is
purchased the owner is given a card
to fill out.
"There is a card you fill out with
your name and address. We would
prefer your permanent address, not
a room num!>er. somewhere we
could always get a hold of them.",
said Mosser.
Moaaer said il a permanent
address inn'l available a parent's
address would help the division
officers lo trace a person lo his
residence and return the missing
keys.
All the cards will be kept on a file,
and 'when a set of keys with the
special key chain comes into the
office a numlier engraved on the key
chain will In- matched to the card.
This allows the keys to be returned.
Mosser said ihe program is open
lo anyone in the Richmond area who
w ould like to participate, and as of
now anyone willing to keep Public
Safety updated on his permanent
address may stay in the file for as
long as he wishes.
The cards may be returned to the
bookstore or to Public Safety.

The key chains are brass and bear
the university's seal on one side and
Public Safety's address on the
other.
They are for sale at the campus
bookstore for S3 each.
According to bookstore manager
Roger Meade. the sale of the key
chains is a non-profit making venture. The suggested retail price from
the Secure-a-key company who sold
the chains is S4 each. The bookstore
buys them for $2.
The "extra" dollar is used to pay
the postage for two trips for a lost
set of keys through the mail.
Both Mosser and Meade said
student and faculty often came to
them to inquire about lost keys.
"I thought about coming up with
a program like the motels have,
where if you forget and take the key
with you. you can drop it in the
mailbox and it will get back to the
motel." said Mosser.
The idea further developed after
Meade received a flyer from the
Secure-a-key program who offered
just the right idea.
Mosser said the convenience of
Ihe program is when a person finds
lost keys, all that must be done is
lo drop them into the mailbox. All
postage is paid for by the bookstore.
Mosser said he believes there is a
definite need for such a program and
said he hopes for its success among
the community.
Meade said he also felt there was
a need for the program, and was
confident in the program because
the chains were already being
purchased.
"It's a program that seems to l>e
selling itself." he said

Union efforts
reach standstill
He said in order to ne successful.
By Teresa Hill
I he union must have an BS In 90 per
News editor
Kfforts to unionize maintenance cent participation rate.
After a meeting in October
and clerical workers at the univer
between union officials and worker--,
sily seem to have come to ;i
(iingrich said he had about half the
standstill.
number needed logo ahead with ihe
Officials of the American Federaunion. In later meetings, officials
tion of Slate. County and Municipal
declined lo say what percentage of
Employees based in t'ovington
participation lliev had among the
began meeting with workers in
workers
September to discuss forming a
Officials were asking employees
union.
to sign cards authorizing the union
Several meetings were held
to speak for them in matters
through November until Doug
concerning wages, working hours
Gingrich, the union representative
and other problems related lo
who was working on the situation.
working conditions.
was hospitalized.
There are no laws preventing
Although Gingrich has returned
slate employees Irom joining a
to work, he is currently working on
union <l>ui there are also no
an out-of-state project, according to
regulations saying a stale agency
a
spokeswoman
at
union
must officially recognize a union
headquarters.
State employees are not allowed to
AKSCMK has over 1.9 million
strike under Kentucky law.
members nation-wide and is the
largest unit within the American
Union officials have never con
Federation of Labor and Congress
tacted ihe administration of ihe
of Industrial Organization, accoruniversity about the forming a
ding lo (iingrich.
union.
In an interview last fall, (iingrich
Union officials iaike<i about many
said the union still had not made a
things they could do the employees
final decision on whether lo go
including working toward salarv
ahead wilh the union. That decision
increases. |oli security and a career
was in In- made on the amount of interest expressed by the workers.
ladder

DUI arrests up
Progress photo/Rob Cair
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Petitions for elections avanaoie
Progress staff report
Petitions for seats on the Student
Senate are now available in the
senate office in the Powell Building.
The upcoming elections will fill 29
vacant seats on the senate for the
spring semester, according to Greg
Karris, elections chairman.
Petitions must be returned by 4
p.m. Friday with 30 signatures of
students in the college the candidate
to represent.

All full-time students with grade
point averages of 2.0 and above are
eligible.
The following seals are open:
College of Allied Health and
Nursing, two seals; College of Ap
plied Arts and Technology, eight
seats:
College of Business, six seals:
College of Education, two seals:
College of I-iw Enforcement, one
seal; College of Social and

Behavioral Sciences, one seat;
College
of
Natural
and
Mathematical Sciences, two seats;
college of Health. Physical
Education.
Recreation
and
Athletics, two seats.
There are six positions open for
undeclared students and no
positions in the College of Arts and
Humanities.
(Sludenl Senate is composed of
one representative for every 150

(teriura Mmlt fflovlb

GY,

136 W. Main St. (Across From Courthouse)
Open 10 til 9 Monday Thru Saturday
623-6010

t. )

Jt

Students,

r.

students.I
Petitions will lie checked to see
lhal they contain 30 valid
signatures and thai the candidate is
a full-time student in good academic
standing by .Ian. 22.
Candidates are not allowed lo
spend more than $50 on their
campaigns.
The election is set for Jan. 29 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Powell
Building.

Progress staff report
Since its beginning in Richmond
in June of I9M4. the traffic alcohol
program has been helping lo fill
both the county jail and treasury.
driving under the inlluence. l.vi
public inloxicationarrcsls anil fWMi
verbal warnings.
TAP officers also accounted lor
203 moving hazardous violations
which included running traffic lights
or signs, improper turns or driving
without a license or without
insurance.
The conviction rale of those
arrested for driving under I he
inlluence b> I hi' program has also
been high.
In June, ol the 21 arrested h>r
driving under I be influence Hi were
I on vie ted. three charges wore

amended to driving contrary loUie
law and two are still pending.

During July, of the 31 arrested 21
were convict I'd. live were amended
lo driving contrary to ihe law and
I,mi ,-:,<.■■. urn nendipt!
amended charges and live still
pending
In September. Ill |icoplc were
arrested. 20 were convicted, two
were amended and eight are still
pending.
I >uring t k-tober. .Hi were arrested.
17 convicted, six amended, 12 are
pending and one person was found
mil guilty.
November shows il arrests. 12
convictions, three amended. I*
pending and one person lound not
guilty.
December figures are still not
,i\ ailnble.

Slipped Disc Records
120 Keeneland Dr. in the Blue Grass Village
U.S. 25 and 1-75
^^

Enhance Your Education With

^'

I>

MUSIC £

Guitars, Banjo, Violin,& Mandolin
Lessons Given til 9 p.m. Call For Appointment

We're Looking For

Mr. B's

-.

Rock-n-Roll Gal
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JANUARY 1985
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Hr. B's Rock-n-Roll Gal of the Month
Name

Hometown
Major
Year in School

Likes
Dislikes
Hobbies/Interest
Phone
Mr.BT»
/•/ ■>■ INN Av«.

Drive a Little, Save A Lot

V
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Sleep needs
vary greatly

Police beat
The following reports were made to
the Division of Public Safety last
week.

I nsnmnia -- defined by one source as
"the inability to get sleep or stay

This

report

includes

only

those incidents involving university
students and personnel.

asleep fur ih«- time expected by the
indi\ idII.I!
Hut each individual is dilterent.
nnd thus is must be remembered
that

what

is

normal

for

Jan 9:
Cynthia Hair of Klihmond reported
three of her trash cans had been stolen
from her residence on Lancaster Hnad.
No value was given.

individual is not necessarily to be
expected by another.
Thus some persons function
perfectly adequately on four to five
hours of sleep a night, while others

Pat Minnilr and Jaaon Umon. both of
O'Donnell Mall, reported someone had
broken into their room during Christmas
break and taken two speakers valued at
si50. a stereo cassette player valued at
*200. 15 shirts valued at S25 each and
two sweaters valued at S;t0 each.

W«H*y G*rhmt

require a full eight to 10 hours.
These differences are apparently

people living
countries and

in
an

industralized
estimated 50

million Americans a year complain
of sleeplessness.
This sleeplessness can take
-several forms: not being able to fall
asleep at night, multiple awakenings during the night and early morning awakening without being able
to return lo sleep. The first of these
is the most common.
Sleep is a known necessity of life
for birds, reptiles und other mammals as well as man. (Experiments
on animals show them dying after
several days when deprived of sleep.
Obviously the same experiments
have not l>een carried to this
extreme in man.
Hut

humans

when

deprived,

especially for prolonged periods of
lime of 60 to 200 hours, developed
increased irritability as well as

ItTOUH |K-i

IUIIMUUII,

looselv grouped together and called
non-RKM sleep, on the basis of eye
movements. The fifth stage is
known as RKM sleep. The latter has
become well-known because this is
when most dreaming occurs.
If awakened while in this stage,
the dreams are more easily recalled.
About 2ft percent of all one's sleep
time is spent in this fifth. RKM.
stage. Toward morning these RKM
slages become longer.
There are many cases of distorted
sleep. Ry far the most common are
the pressures of every day life. Next
week more on this, other causes and
how lo deal with them.

needed for full recovery is never
equal to the amount lost.
Sleep patterns change throughout
life. Thus new babies often sleep up
to 20 hours a day. Children require
about 10 or 12 hours a day while the
adult averages seven hours.
Keportedly.
women on
the
average require one hour more sleep
a night than men.
The elderly seem lo sleep a lillle
less than olher adults and in a
different pattern. They often 'catch
mure winks' during the day and
thus sleep fewer hours at night.
Also they sleep less deeply at night
and thus complain of not feeling
restored.
There are various stages of sleep.
These have been studied in humans
by means of the brain wave, or
REG, machine, according to this
work, humans have a regular sleep
cycle which repeats itself about four
or five times each nighl at 70 to 90
minute intervals.
The first four stages of sleep are

AfCretitT> ," ,,,,
School
College

experience.
The sessions will be .Ian 29 and
Keb. 6 for the Apple 11' and Jan 31
and Keb for the IBM PC.
Kor more information contacl the

Progress tBhoto/Lisa Frost

Balancing act

■ ■

Physical plant clears walks
He said after the snow on the
roads begins lo melt, trucks with
snow blades scrape the snow off to
the sides of the road.

lie said thev begin to spread
calcium chloride on slick sidewalks
earlx in the morning to melt the ice

make gelling around a little easier.
The Physical Plant is responsible
for clearing the streets and

Middleton said during icy wc,4*M'i
the main concern is UlCover the »<•
with sand and cinders for traction.

sidewalks
weather.

winter

"With ice and sleet ihere is no
build up of snow to create traction.

.mil then scrape them with shovels.
"We use culcium cloride instead of
salt. Salt damages the grass and
trees, but calcium chloride melts the

According to Chad Middleton.
director of the Physical Plant, they
keep Irack of weather conditions,
and as soon as the roads become
slick they begin lo spread cinders.

There is just a thin sheet of ice.''
The crews trom I hi' Physical Plant
are also responsible lor clearing the
sidewalks.
"We use small snow blades to
clear the sidewalks.' he said
"Also the custodial people are
responsible for clearing the steps
and sidewalks outside ot their own

10 oz.beverage S.35
$1.00 call
$.85 mixed beverage
Free Pretzels
Muni Street

131 North First Street

Phone 023-HiOI

Student Special

EAST-WEST
PLACE

$1.99+tax

With Student ID.

201 W Main
624-0367
Maxlcan-Amarican
Rastaurant

* Oriental Room Decor
* Silk.Cloisonne Jewelry
* Oriental Cards
* Incense and Burners
* Quality Backpacks
* Oriental Komonos
* Gen Leather Purses
* Silk Dresses
Bring Ad For 20% OFF
Good Thru Jan.31.1985

buildings."

When it sleets and snows outside
the university is there lo try to

Happy Hour 3:30-7:00

Unique Gifts
For All Occasions

.

i, I,

T. BombadiVs

100 Ka.Hl

n Hi

ACS office in 208 Combs Building.

"We usually use cinders we gel
from our healing plant. Then we use
sand for beiier traction." said
Middleto"

Two Tacos
with choice of
Rice or Beans

Towne Cinema
Main St.

623-8884

J3.00;

Stud.nt.

(Including

IKU)

Mon.-

Thur«. S2.S0; Youth 11 to IS $1.30; Kldi 10 and
wndor $1.50 All Tim**; Matin** Sun. 1 ft
i p.m.

A JI

Matt S2.00

ue and doesn't hurl the grass.
"Thev usually have a chance to
gel Ihe sidewalks pretty cleui."

♦
♦
♦
♦

»«MMUT PCM nff

Stalling lASCUSl.
A8CIJ8
is
the
national
professional organisation for those
involved in teacher staffing from
both the higher education and
employer points of view.
organization
has
neurly

The
H00

members nationwide.
He will serve as secretary for a
one-year term.
Harvey, who holds both a
bachelor's and a master's degree
from Kansas Stale University, has
been with the placement office for
six years.
Harvey serves as coordinator of
the
Colonel
Connection,
a
computerized interview day for
teachers and is the originator of the
Kentucky Teachers Network, a
cooperative effort in teacher
placement involving Kastern. ihe

University

which

and

Morehead

sends

representatives

to

student
businesses

in

their hometowns lo enquire about
possible placement of students and
graduates for internships and jobs.
Harvey

was

co-recipient

with

Kurt Zimmerman, director of the
Division of Career Development and
Placement, and I.aura Melius.
placement coordinator, of the 19H.3
ICPA award for Innovation and the
1983 Southern College Placement
Association Award for Innovative
Programming
A former board member and
former treasurer of the Kentucky
College Placement Association.
Harvey
has
also
presented
numerous programs at state,
regional and national meetings, and
has served on various ASCIIS
committees.
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Wesley Chewier. Dupree Hall, reported
someone had broken into his car and
taken a cassette player, a power boosui
equalizer and two speakers vulued at
S.V2-1.

University of Kentucky. Kentuckx

Art Harvev. assistant director of

anyone, even those with little or no

bad

Cleveland Angel. Keene Hall, reported
his hike had been taken while parked
beside Combs Hall. It was valued at $">0.

Progress staff report

users lo type letters, stories.
..... .. ...-I. nurwrn nnH more without

during

Elizabeth Hieronymus. Martin Hull,
reported someone had taken wire hob
caps from her car. The value was
unlisted.

Harvey elected to post

un Apple II*
The word processer allows the

By Lisa Frost
Editor

Mike Preston. Matlox Hall, reported
*64 in cash had been taken from his
room.

Barbara Davis. Brockton, reported the
lire alarms »fre sounding in the 700
block of Hrockton. The fire department
responded und discovered a I year old
child hud pulled ihe alarm in the laundry

Cynthia Durham. Heckham Hall.
-•uoiU-il someone hud lul.cn four hob-

Academic computing service is offering students, faculty and staff
the chance to learn a word processing package on either an IBM IK' or

Jan. 10:

Alyce Tillghman. Clay Hall. repnru-d
two of her textbooks had lieen taken
from her room last semester. They were
valued at $22.

William Kemper. Tndd Hull, was arrested und charged with driving under
the influence.

Computing
offers course

Steve Tackett. Palmer Hall, reported
someone had broken into his car while it
was parked in the Alumni Coliseum lx>t
and taken a stereo cassette valued at
SI69 and two speakers valued at $99.

Charles BoxarduK. O'Donnell Hall,
reported someone had broken into his
room over the Christmas break and
taken two pair of boots valued at $30.

Jan. 8:

uapviuuaj ....

high speed and long-lasting tasks,
markedly
deterioriates.
Interestingly, the amount of sleep

Matthew Wurtz. Dupree Hall
reported someone had taken his
chemistry book from his room. The rmok
was valued at $37.50.

Jan. 7:

one

due lo genetics as well as early-life
conditioning. But they are also
modified at any one time by the
current physical and psychological
slate.
Twelve to fifteen percent of the

caps from her car. Thev were valued at
S407.

♦

Monday

$2.00 Pitchers ALL NIGHT

Tuesday

PARTY NIGHT

Wednesday

16 oz. Cans just 75 cents

Thursday

$1.00 Call Beverages ALL NIGHT X

Friday

25 cent 10 oz. Beverages 4:30-7:00
$1.00 Frozen Beverages 7:00-12:00

Saturday

75 cent Well Beverages
ALL NIGHT
Open 3:00-12:00
Happy Hour 3:00-7:00
206 E. Water Street
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Freshmen take n
,
„
English exam People poll
By Teresa Hill
News editor
For the first time during finals
week, freshman English students
were given an exit examination
which they must pass in order to
pass the class.
All of the 2,000 students enrolled
in English 090. 095. 101 and 105
were required to write a final composition as a result of a new policy
from the freshman English committee, which is an elected board in the
English Department.
Dr. Charles Whitaker. coordinator
of freshman composition, said it is
important to remember the purpose
of the exam - for students to
demonstrate minimum proficiency
in writing skills.
"The exit exam isn't intended as
a test such as the ACT (American
College Test) or the college boards
or anything of that sort, ft is not
intended to isolate particular
information the students knows or
doesn't know. That's not what we're
about," Whitaker said.
"We want simply students to
write an essay to demonstrate
minimal, at least minimal
proficiency in composition."
Under the new policy, students
are given a standardized set' of
topics to pick a subject for their
final composition.
The composition is graded by the
instructor and must be read by at
least two other faculty members,
which Whitaker said was not easy
during finals week.
1 n order to be eligible to take the
exam, students must have at least
a "D" in the class.
In order to protect students who
are passing the class before thp

-.........'

about 20 studeBts to be reassigned
to other sections this fall.
"It is a common recognition on
campus, not only in our department
but other departments as well, that
students are coming to us with
deficiencies in writing abilities.
"Faculty call me and talk to me
all the time and say they can't give
essay tests any more because the
students really can't do the job.
"We're troubled by that. And we
want to do what we can to help the
students. We think writing is
important for learning, as well as
passing English courses."
Whitaker said the department
studied several different options
before choosing this testing
procedure and also surveyed the
faculty three different times to get
advice.
"This wasn't any
single
person's mission. It wasn't the
chair's. It wasn't mine. There's
nearly unanimous approval of the
idea (from the English faculty).
"We didn't go into this with a
light mind. We took it seriously, and
we had very strong faculty

allowed to lake a makeup exam at
the beginning of the next semester.
Whitaker said about 100 students
were eligible to take a makeup exam
at the beginning of this semester. Of
that 100. 54 passed the exam the
second time, which meant their final
grades in the class will be changed.
Students are also given an
entrance exam at the beginning of
the semester to determine which
English class they should have been
assigned to in the first place.
Whitaker said this caused only

Bunny CSray. senior, corrections,
Harlan

Jolene Wiley, junior, marketing and
computer information systems.
Freehold. N.J.

"No. We need controls or
thermostats".

"Yes. We have thermostats ".

Steve Young, senior, accounting.
Danville

Gary Pickle, junior, history. Berea
"No. they should put a fireplace
in each room and give each student
three cords of wood each week".

support." Whitaker said.
Not all the figures are available on
what percentage of students
received what grades in freshman
English classes or what effect the
exams had on final grades, but
Whitaker said he believes the exam
will continue.
Whitaker is now waiting for
results from a faculty survey on the
new policy. But he said from the
ones he has read, he sees support for

"No. They should have coed;
dorms, coed roomales. dad showers;
and double walerbeds."
Leonard John, sophomore, broadeasting. Louisville

Sinbhan Devlin, junior, physical
education. Sterling. N.J.

"No. We need women, liquor and
solar energy. They're economical."

"No. they should improve the circulation because some floors get
more heat."

Cathy Brett, junior, computer
science, Titusville, Fla.

Fredrick Burdell, senior, computer
information systems. Winchester

"No. they should install a
thermostat."

"No. They need to install a
humidifier."

Small comforts matter of concern
It's selfish. But it's probably true
that the simple pleasures are the
best of all.
I m pretty sleepy right now: last
night left me with only two hours of
sleep. What sounds wonderful is a
cool, dark room and a soft bed with
two or three blankets.
Another favorite simple pleasure
is having clean towels and a new
cake of soap.
A vacuumed fl«>r and and orderly
desk is something nice.

My sink just gurgled over the top.
•I appreciate modern conveniences
and 1 am grateful the university has
them for my use.
I can safely admit I have been to
Other universities not so nicely
(quipped.
However things still get a bit
gross at times.
It is by no means the custodial
staff's fault.
It's
just
the
fault
of
unlhoughlfulness.

Front desk

Lisa Frost

ii
ov ir> not .......I,,

..i.ii

Do you feel the heat in your dorm
is properly regulated?
By Rex Boggs

policy.
"They would say.' 1 m writing on
a one shot occasion. I ve worked all
hard all semester and I ve failed the
exam.' " he said.
Hut Whitaker still supports the
policy.
"I think it is reasonable to expect
a student to be able to demonstrate
to ot her people an ability to write.
We're just looking for minimal
proficiency, not excellent writing.
We would like that, but . .

pronva v>n «.nv

ceiling and ants in the closets.
I also enjoying having a sink 1 can
use.
I'd like one that doesn't back up
and on to the floor. Or one that
doesn't leave things too gross to
l<K)k behind as the water that
gurgled in. gurgles out.
I'd like to walk to the shower
without having to wade through
four inches of water and two inches
of tracked-in mud.
I really wouldn't mind not having
to look at huge clumps of huir

And I could also live without the
v l s a,sonatt navin t
in?h.
. ' ;J
« "^
■n 1 he bathroom
with' my feel
on a

w ."

C Km tU

'

'

'

ashes an

d Loil«>L

And I never really liked walking
through dryer nni (in IIIJ ..„., ._"!.*•
laundry.

\nd I never figured out all the
Micky globs my shoes stuck too.
I might he complaining a bil
much IXM-.III-.I- I am tired and
irritable right now.

;. :„ ,u~ A~..:~.

■<"

there if cola cans hadn't been left on
the floor.
And I never could figure out why
big muddy hoots would walk into
each shower.
The plumbing in some of the
bathrooms could be repaired to
eliminate leaks onto the floor.
And the showers could be
completely turned off when
someone is finished taking a shower.
And with luck, people can
remember
what
wonderful

■ <• •-

going to i.MI out.
But never will lint jump out of
dryers onto the linen
And never will roaches be
attracted to clean sinks or emptied
4rush cans.
And empty shampoo containers
can't make it from the shower floor
to the trash can by themselves.
It's difficult to believe to be sure.
But it's true.
Okay, the custodial staff is there
is mop the floors, so the sticky
messes can be cleaned up. but
perhaps the messes wouldn't lie

iiandiness oy using them.
Neatness in a dormitory isn't too
much to ask for and with just a little
effort on each residents' In-half
those disgusting little things
everyone must hate would be gone.
Meanwhile. I'll just crave those
little things that keep me happy.
Cleanliness, neatness and good
health.
You don't have to lie a neat freak
or ridiculous about it. just be a little
more considerate of other's simple
pleasures.

THE SLIPPED DISC

Student Night
Every Tuesday!

MOBILE SOUND UNIT
PARTY WITH THE PROS
„H
£[
Jg

1200 Watts of Pure Sound
Fully Computerized Light Show
1000 LP's
Call DAVID 624-1859

PIZZA HUT DELIVERY SPECIAL

"FREE" French Fry

The pizza you've always trusted for consistent
quality taste is now the pizza you can trust for

tth

Every Tuesday night with the purchase of
any sandwich - when you present a valid
E.K.U. I.D. - Offer good after 4:00 p.m.
Not valid with any other offer:

Eastern
By-Pass
Richmond, KY

Visit us for The Late Show"

^•""SSTfiSJrarO

:1&

Coupon Expires 1 -20-85

Drive-thru open Sun.-Weds. til 2:00 a.m.
Thurs.-Sat. til 3:00 a.m.

ftwSB

ANY LARGE PIZZA FOR THE
PRICE OF A MEDIUM
ANY MEDIUM PIZZA FOR THE
PRICE OF A SMALL
Not Valid With Priazio Or Any Other Offer

470 Eastern By-pass
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Job offers up, salaries down for May grads
(Continued from Page one)
computer programmers which
enjoyed a 120 percent increase and
sales where offers were up 84
percent.
Zimmerman said there was no
question in his mind that the job
market faced by the class of 1985
would be better than the market
waiting for the class of 1984.
He said many different things
were responsible for this.
"The marketplace is better
because our economy is better. The
stability of our political system is
better.
"Kmployers are starting to feel
that inflation is under control. At
this point in time loans -- money to
borrow to invest in plant expansion
and inventories is fairly stable. That
automatically flows through the
system and ... translates into more
jobs." he said.
This is shown on campus by the
number of recruiting visits to campus during the fall semester. Zimmerman said recruiting visits were
up 29 percent over the fall of 1983.
Zimmerman said national
statistics show only about 20 percent of college graduates have jobs
immediately upon graduation. But
by three months after graduation 75
percent
will
have
found

employment
He didn't have specific figures on
Eastern graduates but in the past
he aaid the university has fallen into those same national percentages.
Zimmerman said if he were a
freshman just entering college who
was looking for the strongest growing job fields through the late 1980s
and into 1990. he would have several
career options.
He expects data processing to
continue growing rapidly along with
teaching, the paralegal field and
business fields in general.
He said the health fields will continue to grow with- occupational
therapy leading the field as the most
rapidly growing.
For some reason, there are more
jobs available but salaries are not
rising as expected. Some areas show
salaries actually declining from the
1983-84 recruiting year to 1984-85.
Of the 25 disciplines listed in the
council's report. 12 reported salary
offers below those reported at the
end of the recruiting last year in July of 1984.
Another seven of the job
categories reported salary offers of
I less than 2 percent over last year's
figures.
Only six areas showed gains of 3
percent or more.

Those areas reporting decreasing
salary offers included humanities
with beginning monthly salaries going from S1.368 in 1983 to $1,289
this fall; social science offers went
from S1.332 down to S1.204; and
communications where salary fell
from $1,472 to $1,174.
But some fields did make large
salary gains according to the
preliminary figures for this year.
Those fields included health professions where starting salary offers
jumped from $1,308 in 1983 to
$1,889 in 1984: personnel and
employee relations rose from $1,220
to $1,726: and mathematics and
statistics went from $1,639 to
$1,916.
According to Zimmerman, a 4 to
7 percent gain in salaries is normal.
He said many factors could be involved in the lag in salary increases
including speculation that salaries
figures had been inflated over the
last few years.
Another reason he said could be
competition between firms for new
graduates which had pushed
salaries up for new graduates. But
this often creates a salary administration problem within the
company because when the next
year'8 graduates are hired, they
come into the company at a higher

Number of Job Offers
aoo-p

atbUHi

i"u

uutria

Average Monthly Salary Offers
2000

•Figures compare 1983-84 actual salary offers to
bachelor's degree candidates to preliminary figures
for the 1984-85 recruiting season.
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ACCOUNTING HUMANITIES
BIOLOGY
COMP. SCI. MATHEMATICS
BUSINESS
SOC. SCI.
CHEMISTRY
HEALTH
MAJORS
Progress graphics/Teresa Hill
salary than people hired a year or
two before them.
This problem could be catching up
with companies, he said, causing
them to stop increasing their salary
offers to new graduates each year.

lege graduates is affected more by
the economy than anything. So if we
continue to have a good solid
economy, we will continue to have
more and more opportunities for college graduates." he said.

Zimmerman said despite how the
preliminary figures looked, with job
offers up and salary offers remaining about the same, the picture
could change rapidly.
"Rmployment for entry-level col-

\M

bachelor's degree
candidates to preliminary figures
for the l!)84-H.r) recruiting season.

News capsule
■
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Telecourses offered
for college credit

ACCOUNTING HUMANITIES
BIOLOGY
COMP. SCI. MATHEMATICS
BUSINESS
SOC. SCI.
CHEMISTRY
HEALTH
MAJORS

Progress graphics/Teresa Hill

T-SHIRTS. JERSEYS.

The Division of Career
Development and Placement will
sponsor interview seminars at 3:30
p.m. on Jan. 22 and 23 in Room 108
of the library for students majoring
in education.
Guest speakers will include Anna
Mack, assistant division head of
elementary personnel for the
Fayette County Schools and Donald
Pace, superintendent of the Clark
County Schools.

Colored Pot...$l2.00

TEAMS. CLUBS. GROUPS.
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

7 Balloons Attatched To
Straw Mobile...SI2.00

FAST SERVICE
LOW PRICES

Regular Deliveries FREE!
For More Information

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Call Dixie At 986-8298

CALL 624-2164

KELLY'S
623-4998

Students who were unable to
register on Jan. 10 for Thursday
night classes will have another
opportunity today.
Registration was extended due to
the bad weather last week.
Students can register from 4:15
p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Registration
Center in the Combs Building.

Interview seminars
for education majors

10 Balloons In A

HATS. BANDANNAS. ETC.

823 East fflaln Street

Registration extended
for Thursday classes

This registration is only for
students who will be taking
Thursday
evening
class.
Registration for all other classes is
closed.

Balloons To Go

SCREEN PROCESS
PRINTING

Florist & Gift
Shop

The Office of Extended Campus
Programs is offering five televised
"Telecourses" for college credit this
semester.
The media-assisted telecourses
are presented on Kentucky
Educational Television and arc
meant to provide a more convenient
way to earn college credit with few.
if any. class meetings.
The courses for this semester are:
ANT 120, Faces of Culture, in
anthropology: CSC 102. The New
Literacy, in computer science: EDF
807. Dealing with Special Problems
in the Classroom, in education:
MGT
300.
Business
of

Management, in business: and SOC
131. Focus on Society, in sociology.
Registration for the courses will
continue through Jan. 25. More
information on these programs can
be obtained by contacting the
Extended Campus Programs.
Perkins 216, Richmond. Ky. 40475.

SPECIAL BUY!

Sweetheart Roses

$5.95

aR> J

a dozen

AMsCad Color. <*djr

PH. & Sat. only
CASH AND CARRY!

COLONEL'S CORNER

PIZZA
BUY ONE GET ONE FltEE
Free Delivery 3p.m. thru la.m
298 SScrond St (Phong

STARTS JANUARY 18th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

*
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"I think it is beneficial in its flexibility." said Radford. "There really won't be that big of a change.
"My main concern is that, in the
interest of fairness, it will help
businesses compete with one
another and it will help keep some
of the customers in Richmond instead of them driving on to
Lexington."
Richmond Mayor Bill Strong said
the extension could help the
merchants.
"What it would hope to do is increase revenue," said Strong.
"However, the opposition does have
a bona fide reason for objection.
"Each year, if you continue to cut
away at Sunday then Sunday could
become no different than any other
day of the week."
According to Strong, this could
violate the rights of individuals to
worship.
"They want and have the right to
have ample time to attend church if
they want to." he said. "But on the
other hand, many people are too
busy to do their shopping during the
week and this would give them more
time to do their shopping."
Strong says he feels both sides of
the argument have strong points.
"It's a tough issue. We'll have to
look at both sides objectively and
then form a good opinion before we
make the final decision." he said.
The second reading will determine
the fate of the ordinance and Parker
said
the
Madison
County
Ministerial Association hopes to be
at the commission meeting to again
voice its opposition.

work on Sunday or any day of the
weelAhat the employee considers a
designated sabbath."
Alyson Radford. acting director of
the Greater Richmond Area
Chamber of Commerce, has supported the extension and said it will
benefit manv.

said. "I've seen so many different
things happen between readings
that it is really hard to say./

"By Robert B. McCormncfc
Staff writer
Area residenCs over fi'i i"ili i
at the university in ~-i»-» • -»l mil " i
classes or regular urudemie HasM s
tuition-free,
The W I' ODonnill Senim
Citizens Fellowship IYOCIMMI w.ifirst established m i he earl} i <■ IUMI
1970's. Under the pin^i;iin. senioi
citizens pay no I nil ion lull an
responsible for books .mil lull fees
The program was named lor il»
fifth president ol ihe university
According to .lames I. (Irigsliy
director ol admissions, lite i'hu '
don't have lo be I liken fiM " lak'niic
credit loquolil) for the progrum
Grigsby said this semestei
l>eiween -<> and J"' mien citizens
are attending classes.
"I think thai the legislature sel
up the (unit (o keep older mind;
active. because they still have
something in conl rilmle uiul can he
productive memliers ul miciei)
said Urigsby,
Before, senior citizens hail ic. I ill
out special forms in lie admitted,
hut now Grigsby said I hey only
have to apply and lisi Ihcil age.
The University ol Kentucky also
has a program for senior citizenwhich is named all. i II I,
Donovan, another former president
of the university
Gertrude I. Kodan. aliH year-old
Richmond resident who work u
part-time nurse ai the infirmary.
said the fellowship is In-Iptul lo hvr

Progress photo/Sean Elkms

Snow ball

I tin Aci-k s smiAirtii provided .i backdi i • • in mpiomptu lootb.iii game behind I odd Hal i. v
.i sophomcxe piibin relations ma r irom I
i Kii n Ha . prepares to pass Ihe lootbAII
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Senate to consider bills
By Teresa Hill
News editor
Although Student Senate has not
passed or brought a bill up for consideration in two weeks, the committee chairmen say several bills are
being considered.
Vice-president Charlie Sulkump

The committee is also working to
revamp Gripeline. a service begun
last year which allows students to
call the senate office with complaints. The committee is also studying the problem of the students
who are forced to spend Christmas
break on campus when no universi-

Senate ("resident Tim ("ovvhijr told
the senators their Stratum Bus Hill
had heen passed through Ihe Council on Student Affairs to the president's office where it was amended.
The hill asked that the bbfl bet- / "It's a great opportunity, hill I
ween to the Stratlon and Perkins
don't think l he people ol Richmond
huildings and Alumni Coliseum run knuw flboill it .' Rodin; said,—.—
11 •
' 11.. , w. i . r jg . i .
•

luniks students have for sale 80 that
students can cut out the
middleman.
People who have books to sell
Strong added that if the ordinance would be listed in some sort of
is passed it will become effective im-. catalogue and this would allow for
mediately und thai if it fails the the purchase of books directly from
store hours will remain the same. individuals.

the academic affairs committee, said
the senate will present another
dialogue during February to allow
students.
faculty
and
administrators to discuss issues concerning students.

incoiiianH-iiueODvliiepresim-nl
extends the hours of the bus from
.1 pip. to6:30p.m. but not until the
8:45 p.m. the senate hill asked for.
Cowhig said the hours wen- only
extended until 5:30p.m. because the
administration said most people
with night classes in those buildings
were commuters.

24-hour experiment reviewed
By Lisa Frost
Editor
The final two weeks of the fall
semester were used as an
experiment to see if students needed
a 24-hour study area.
The Reserve Room of the John
Grant Crabbe Library was open all
night Sunday through Thursday
during dead week and finals.
No decisions or conclusions have
officially been made yet. but a
proposal for or against the program
is expected to be placed before the
Council on Student Affairs today.
Student interest and a bill passed
by Student Senate sparked the
move to open an area for all-night
study.
Student were interested in using
the Powell Building for late-nigkt
study. However, it was believed the
library was chosen as it was
considered more conducive to study.
Nancy
Enzie.
library
administrative assistant, helped to
put the program together. She was
also in charge of putting together a
report on the special hours.

•I

Tuition
waived

Council hears
hours request
By Don Lowe
Managing editor
Richmond merchants may soon
be able to open their stores one hour
earlier on Sunday.
On Jan. 22 the Richmond City
Commission will hear the second
reading of an ordinance which calls
for the extension of the store hours.
The ordinance calls for a change
from the current Sunday hours of
1:30 p.m. to G p.m. to 12:30 a.m. to
6 p.m.
Although the first reading of the
ordinance was passed unanimously
at the commission's Jan. 8 meeting,
it has received opposition.
The Rev. William Parker and the
Rev. James Cox arrived at the Jan.
8 meeting after the vote was taken.
Parker and Cox represented the
Madison County Ministerial
Association's opposition to the extension of the hours.
"My main concern is that the extension of the hours will cause a bit
of deterioration of keeping Sunday
as the Sabbath." said Parker. "God
intended for us to keeD the Sabbath
holy and to keep something within
our own being.
"We need to worship and we neea
to rest on Sunday and I m afraid the
store hours will cut into our time."
Parker said his main concern lies
with the people who have jobs that
require them to work on Sundays.
"It could encroach on their right
to worship." he said. "If the
employer has you on the schedule,
then you are expected to show up."
However. Kentucky Revised
Statute 436-165. subsection four.

U:.II

According to Enzie. measuring
the success or failure of the program
may be multi-faceted.
Enzie said during the first week
the average attendance in the 2 a.m.
to 6 a.m. time period was 17.5
'percent.
During the second week.finals
week, at the same time attendance
averaged 44.5.
The cost to the university was
$1,240.76. There were three staff
members and
one student
institutional worker on duty.
Enzie said it appeared to her that
as far as student attendance was
concerned the program served its
purpose in providing a needed
space. However, she added that
there may also be some problem
areas.
She said the people on duty
during the all-night study periods
did reports for her.
David Wullschleger. night shift
supervisor, was concerned with
problems in keeping the study area
quiet and clean.
He also noted that only 22 percent

of the materials checked out during
the day were checked out after 2 '
a.m. (the normal closing hour for
late- night study).
Wullschleger s report shows an
average of 82 percent of the people
in the library at one point were
studying.
In other reports there was concern
expressed about spilled drinks on
the carpet, loud discussion among
students and other problems with
possible poor behavior.
Kevin Miller, who wrote the bill
for senate, said he hoped the hours
would become permanent, but h;id
one reservation.
He didn't believe the study area
was needed during mid-terms.
"Many students don't have midterms." he said. "That isn't really
necessary."

Keith Kleine, chairman of the student rights and responsibilities commit lie. said his committee is working on a phone hook that would contain numbers of students who live
on campus, commuters und faculty
members.

Senator Mike Keeling said he
went to Frankfort to meet with
higher education officials to discuss
his study of the reauthorization act
which the U.S. Congress will consider this spring.

COMPLETE PARTS SERVICE
»624-2005 or 624-2000

Keeling said he hopes to testify
before subcommittees on the act
which deals with higher education.

Bob Johnson

Kevin Miller, newly appointed
finance chairman, reported the
seltale spent $7,900 during the fall
semester. He said $8,500 remains
lor the spring semester.
Spring Fling, the senate's annual
arts and crafts fair to benefit charity, is planned for April 18 in the area
surrounding the Meditation Chapel.

Captain D's
WEDNESDAY K SUNDAY SPECIAL

ALL YOU CAN EAT
COUNTRY STYLE FISH DINt
Include*: cole flow. French fries,

5 to 10 p.m.

hujhpuppiei

pree Delivery

$2.00 OFF Medium Pizza r
$3.00 OFF Large Pizza »

exptesscARD

139 Killarny Lane
Richmond, Kentucky

Sunday Special All You Can Eat Spaghetti $2 79

With Coupon

or

MONDAY. TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY

623-3530
623-3531

o 2 Piece Fish Dinners $3.89
Each dinner includes: two golden brown fish fillets, crisp
french fries, creamy cole slaw and 2 southern style
hush puppies.

I
I

MAMA LEE'S PIZZA
228 S. Second St.
Richmond
Pizza Power Time 4-7 p.m. Daily
Frosted Mugs 50c
Pitchers $3.00

FISH & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

jT"
f\

$1.50

Expires Feb. 7. 1985

$2 off Wet Cut Reg. 10.50
$3 Off Cut and Style Reg. $16.50
$3 Off Men's Cut and Style Reg.$ 12.50

^9ki*old

•khntond

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut trench fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

Captain D's

a greaTllttle seafood place

I CUP THB COUPON ■■■■■■■«■

! FISH & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

$1.50

Expires Feb. 7. 1985

■■■■■■
WaKMlU

Don't Be A Pale Face,
Visit Island Tans!

FOR
■ ONLY

Captain DV
a great little seafood place

■ ■■■

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french tries
and 2 southern style hush

$1.50 Captain D's
puppies.

Expires Feb. 7. 1985
IWtlKMM-.fKhawtrf

624-2852

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut trench fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

I CUP THIS COUPON f ■■■■

! FISH & FRIES

Call For Appointment

a greaTllttle seafood place

I CUP THIS COUPON ■■■■■■■■■

In observance of National Freedom

10 Visits
$39.95

ISLANDWTANS
STUDENTS WELCOME!
University Shopping Center

$3.29

■ CUP TMtt COUPON ■■■■■■■■■

EKU Special Rates
Good Tues. and Wed. Only

10 am.-7 pin

Kodan said she eulmil all ..I ihe
t'redit she needs for ihe next Iwu
years during the spring anil summel
"' I9H4 under the program

EASTERN BY-PASS AUTOMOTIVE

The committee is also looking into the public intoxication violation
on campus and starting some
graduation ceremony for Dccemhler
graduates.

- --------------i

for fun and for he. profession,
,„.C..1US(. nurM,s m,;sl ,.,„„„„„.
ear\,|ng education cmliis to n-iain
,h,.ir certification.

of the Campus Student Press Day
Sponsored by:

♦

The Society of Professional Journalist!. Sigma DaUa Chi
£aalrrfa KenlucW. 1'niv.n.tly Qi.pl.r
102 Donovan Annra ll.ttwoond Kv 44M7S

FISH & FRIES

FOR
■ ONLY

s

$1.50

Expires Feb. 7. 1985
IMttarMa* Mrfcmoxel
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J.C. Powell
settles in
retirement

Funderburk,
faculty senate
met Monday
Bj I*on Lowe
ed'\or
The university's Fatuity Senate
welcomed a new president at its
Jan. 14 meeting.
University President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk became president of
the senate when he assumed the
position of university president.
Funderburk addressed the senate
for the first time Monday.
In his address. Funderburk told
the senate his philosophy on
education.
"My educational philosophy has
been shaped by my association with
public higher education for over
three decades as a student, professor and administrator." Funderburk said.
Me also mentioned that the quality of programs and quality personnel must be priority.
"Since quality programs are
dependent on quality people. I am
committed l» hiring good people
and retaining good people." he said.
"This attraction of quality individuals is becoming the number
one challenge in education today.
"No institution can aspire to
quality without a first-class library
as well as a good computer center.
Resources must be found to see that
l hese things are available to the people who provide and receive the instruction, engage in public service
and conduct research in our higher
education institutions."
Funderburk also talked about
MIIIIHKIIIK

By Don Lowe
Managing editor
Dr. J.C. Powell's final contract
with the university includes only the'
title of president emeritus and six
month's pay at his regular salary.
On April 25 when the Board of
Kegents accepted Powell's Dec. 31
resignation it approved a contract
effective Jan. 1 to give Powell half
his salary. $38,250. over a six-month
period.
After this six-month period.
Powell will serve with the university in the capacity of president
emeritus only.
Board of Kegents Chairman
Henry D. Stratton said Powell will
be invited to participate in official
functions such as graduation.
"He retired after many years of
service. He will, of course, be
available if anyone needs his expertise." said Stratton.
At his retirement dinner. Powell
received a gift from the university's
Alumni Association.
That gift was in the form of a
check to be spent on a European
vacation.
Powell said he and his wife.
Downey, are currently planning the
vacation.
He also said they are considering
late spring as a time for the
vacation.
Although he would not reveal the
exact time of the vacation or the
amount of the gift. Powell said they
do intend to visit F.urope.
He also said the first weeks of his
retirement have been spent working
on relocating to their new home in
Richmond.

research efforts are1 also very
important.
"Kastern must place more emphasis on these latter two missions
and will probably have to search for
extramural funding to do much
more than we are at present." said
Funderburk.
He concluded by saying. "You can
count on me to do my part to see
that this delicate balance of our .
many constituencies stays in place.
I hope I can count on you to do your
part."
Following Funderburks address
the senate passed a resolution which
will require incoming freshman to be
proficient in the basic educational
skills.
The Senate unanimously passed
the resolution calling for the "institution of a testing-advisingdevelopmental studies program to
take effect with the fall. l9K.r>.
semester.
The resolution, introduced by
Senator John I). Kowlelt. vice
president of academic affairs, would
require incoming freshman, (defined as all students with fewer than
12 semester hours of college credit).
to demonstrate proficiency in the
three basic skill areas of reading,
writing and mathematics.
It also states that these
proficiencies l>c demonstrated prior
to their original enrollment.
Decisions on placement of
students in the various Knglish
•ii i
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I lie resolution will no lnthat Kastern students be provided presenled to university President
the finest "possible instructionDr. ll.Jlanly Funderburk for bis
instruction which will prepare them
approval.
to be leaders in their prospective
II approved by Funderburk. the
professions, instruction which will
resolution will tie presented to the
provide them both a competitive
edge in technical understanding und ' Hoard of Kigenls at its Feb. J
meeting.
a broad liberal education." he said.
Funderburk added that while inThe next meeting of the Senate
struction is the primary purpose of ■will be at 3:30 p.m. Feb. I.
;inv university, extension and

I'owell. "Weve oeen getting
organized and just taking care ofpersonal matters."
The thing Powell said he is enjoying most is the free time.
"I've just been having a big
time." he said. "The best part was
waking up one morning, looking
outside, seeing the bad weather and
then turning over and going back to
sleep."
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Concern over incinerator spreads nationally
By Lisa Frost
Editor
No official decision has yet been
made and so action and opposition
still continues on the Army's proposal to build a nerve gas rocket incinerator at the Blue Grass Army
1 )epot five miles south of Richmond.
The Army is considering building
a -512 million incinerator to destroy
7().(MM) obsolete nerve gas rockets
stored there.
Since the proposal was released
last February local citizens have attracted attention from the national
media.
Representatives of the citizens
task force have appeared on ABC's
Oood Morning America. Stories
about the issue have been broadcast
on both CBS and NBC.
In the past few months both the
Richmond City Council and
Madison County Fiscal Court have
opposed the incinerator and encouraged research into other
possibilities. These include transpor-

CAMPUS CINEMAS
STARTS TOMORROW
*IS (MM/IMS
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lation of the rockets to an incinerator already functioning in
Tooele. Utah.
However this idea has led to official action in Berea and Lexington
Both governments have opposed
the construction of an incinerator,
and have also opposed the transportation of the rockets across the
cities.
Lexington Councilman Gene
Tichenor expressed a common concern when he asked what effect such
a facility could have on the economy
and environment of the area. And he
was concerned that it would make
the regipn a disposal site for other
dangerous chemicals.
The Army has assured the public
on several occasions of the incinerator's safety over the other
methods of eliminating the gas.
In Madison County many
residents are still protesting the
construction of an incinerator.
Concerned Citizens of Madison
County, a local group concerned
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with the impact of such an incinerator on the area, has been
working with the Army to find alternatives to incineration.
They have discussed transporting
the rockets to other operating
facilities and are studying the
possibility of just doing nothing.
"We are still in the dark." said
Bill Rice, local businessman and
chairman of the committee. "We appreciate the national publicity. We
think it has helped.'

Rice pointed out Lexington's in- here." said Rice. "We feel that if it
terest in getting involved in the is here then it is here to stay for
issue.
more than just a short duration."
Betty Cox. former Madison CounRice says the goal of the committy newspaper owner and editor, tee is to convince the Army to find
local citizen and member of the com- an alternative.
" I feel the long delay in a decision
mittee, said as a result of a story on
CBS on the group, people have con- . is a plus, because it means they are
t acted her about helping out. One considering all the areas."
man from Washington said he was
Rice said he believes "the Army
interested in doing all he could for
will do what it wants." However, he
the committee.
said regardless of what does happen
"We don't want an incinerator he is pleased of the committee's

work.
"We are better off because we
tried." he said.
Both Cox an$l Rice said they were
saddened over the death of Brig.
(Jen Bobby C. Robinson, who worked as a liaison between the community and the Army on the often
controversial issue.
"We felt he was a friend." said
Rice.
"I hope this doesn't hurt our work
too much." said Cox.

General who worked with incinerator issue kills self
Brig. tlen. Bobby C. Robinson.
reported to be one of the U.S. Ariiiv s top experts on nerve gas and
biological weapons and principle
spokesman lor the Army's proposal
to build a rocket incinerator near
Richmond, died Monday in

Washington D.C.
Fairfax County. Va.. medical examiner Dr. James Beyer said Robin-

son. "i2. died of an apparent self inflicted gunshot wound to the head.
Mo suicide note was found.
Robinson had been greatly involved with the government's proposal
to build an on-site incinerator that
would be used to destroy nerve gas
rockets stored at the Bluegrass Army Depot.
The general had traveled to
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Upho/s tmry 4 Dropfy. Ask about our new
window treatments featuring Cornices.
lambrequin* Mini Blinds as well as Swogs
* Ca»ade» Let u« help you to that
beautiful new look you wont. Whether Its
a room or your whole house, expert advice it only a phone call away.
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Madison Countv several times in
the past year to meet with local
residents to help them and to
answer questions about the controversial issue.
I.oiullv the Concerned Citizens of
Madison County, a group dedicated
to understanding the Army's proposal and finding the best solution,
also released a statement.

Dr. W.R. Isaacs

"...tieneral Robinson was truly a
friend of the Concerned Citizens of
Madison County.
"He is one real hero of the nerve
gas issue. He dealt fairly and squarly with the nerve gas issue and with
the concerned Citizens of Madison
County..."
Robinson was buried Wednesday
in Arlington National Cemetery.

Dr. C.L Davis
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